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ERRATA

- - On page 44, the third sentence of text should read: Only one (who

handled more than 50 classes on a: half-time basis) spoke solely of ex-

cessiv-e pressure.

- - On page 65, the first sentence of ,the third full paragraph should read:

LEP students who had been in Engli sh- 1 anguage school s for more than four

*years were subject to promotional criteria on the CAT.

- - On page 139, the second sentence of the second paragraph shoul.d read:

To do, this, we examined test records of New York City fourth and seventh

graders in 1979-80, and selected those students 'whose pre-test scores were

canparable to those of Gates participants.,,



A SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

BACKGROUND

The Promotional Policy

A new promotional policy for the Aew YOrk City Public Schools
was promulgated on June 30, 1980 to "establish required performance
standards and new tity-wide curricOlum standards." The policy reflects
the belief that "a comprehensive citywide competenty-based Instructional
program will, over a period of time, increase the nbmber of students ac-
quiring basic skills." The span froni Septembpr, 1980 to June, 1982 was
a period of transition, during which various aspects of theTolicy were
phased in.

The Promotional Gates Program

Promotional criteria were established for the fourth and
seventh grades in 1980-81, as specified in the Guidelines fdr Implemen-
tation (ChanCellor's Regulation A-505), issued April 14, 1981. This
regulation also established the 1981-82 instructional program for stu-
dents held Over in June,'1981. The policy states that students will
not move forward until they are able to perform at prescribed levels;
but as the guidelines point out, its intent is cgnstructive and not
punitive. The Promotional Gates Program was created to bolster instruc-
tion and learning by providing:

reduced class size (15 to 20 studtnts);

instructional strategies proven effective ih New York -
City classrooms;

nexperienced teachers-;

staff development aimed at helping teathers use the
instructional approaches;

increased daily exposure, in terms of "time on task,"
to reading and mathematics instruction.

The promotional criteria enforced at the end of the 1980-81
school year were: attainment of a reading score on the California
Achievement Test (CAT) of not more than one year below grade level in
the fourth grade (grade equivalent of 3.7), and not more than one and
one-half years below grade leVel in the seventh grade (grade equivalent
of 6.2Y: The Guidelines specified that students held over be given in-

,'

tensive instruction in reading and mathematics.'



Student Eligibility for the Promotional Gates Program

A total of Pl4,737 students -- 21.6 percent of all foUrth and

seventh graders tested in April, 1981 -- became eligible in 1981 for the

Gates program based upon,performance on the CAT. This total included

1,127 students assigned to special education resource rooms, and 820

lipited English proficient students, who did not meet promotional cri-

teria on the CNT. Of this total, 498 were exempted from Gates. Per-

formance on the CAT in August, 1,981 resulted in the proMotion of 4,672

Gates-eligible students. In this way, 19,567 students were identified
'for program participation at the beginning of the 1981-82 school year.

A total of 123 limited English proficient students participated in the

Gates program after scoring below promotional criteria on the Criterion

Referenced Emglish Syntax Test (CREST): Students took the CAT or the

CREV again in January and April, 1,982; thos'e who met the criteria at

these points became eligible for promotion.

Scope of this Evaluation

Two overriding queStions have guided this assessment: how well

has the Gates program been implemented, and what has been the academic

progress of. Gates students? The first question takes into account the

complexity of implementing an instructional program of.this magnitude,

centrally conceived and administered, in a decentralized school system.

The second reflects the program's stress on basic skills acquisition.

(17

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The Office of Educational Evaluation gathered information on

numerous facets of program implementation from district facilitators,

principals, teachers, and parents involved with Gates. Their responses

reflect the diversity inevitable in a program which operates at so many

sites.

Adherence to Guidelines

During the 1981-82 school year, the Gates program was put into

operation at 543 schools jn the five Jboroughs. The challenges of iMple-

menting a new program of this magnitude were met with considerable suc-

..cess: 11,311 teachers and district-level staff were recruited, and Gates

classes were organized. Appropriate curricula -- exemplary/optional in-

structional strategies selected by the 32 community school districts --

were introduced. -Most participants reported adherence to program guide-

lines, hut problems surfaced in several areas, including identification

of eligible students, recruitment of highly expert readtng and mathe-

matics teachers, and parental partitipation.

-i -



Program Support

The Office of Promotional Policy monitored the program and
maintained contact with participants in the field. As the guidelines
anticipated, district-level staff (facilitators) were the primary re-
saurces for Gates principals and teachers, providing assistance in
staff development, acquisition of curricular materials, ahd other as-
pects of program implementation.

Gates staff agreed that ongoing teacher training is a key to
the program's effectiveness. The great majority of teachers fel.t sup-.
ported by their supervisors. At the same time, they stressed their
need for more training in specific.strategies for individualizing in-
struction. Facilitators and princNals thought that supervisors should
be receiving more training, and many facilitators wanted more training
for themselves as well.

Reactions.to Exemplary Proarams

Facilitators' reactions to exemplary programs corresponded to
the'number of reading and meth programs adopted in their districts:
those responsible for the fewest curricula were most confident about
the programs' effectiveness and their ability to iMplement them.

Principals -- particularly those who had participated in cur-
ricula -selection -- were largely, positive about the exemplary programs.
Between the beginning and end of the school year, teachers expressed in-
creased confidence in the curricula and their ability to apply them.
In both reading and math, teacherS were most positive about district-
optional programs. Seventh-grade teachers gave the curricula lower rat-
ings than fourth=grade teachers. 'Ratings of bilingual curricula were
low among all groups.

Impact on Students

Teachers were asked about students! growth in self-esteem,
,social relations, work and -study habits, and academic skills. _The vast
majority of teachers, particularly fourth:grade teachers, reported sub-
stantial growth.in all areas. Most parents'wHo returned questionnaires
hought that the program had helped their children. Again, parents of
fourth graders were more enthusiastic than parents of seventh graders.

Mid-Year PromOtion

Teachers 'expressed mixed reaction to the policy of mid-year pro-
motion; seventh=grade teachers regarded this policy more favorably.
Those who approvecr-of mid-year promotion considered it a matter of equity,



and stressed the importance of incentive; those who disapproved urged

the reinforcement of skills with a full year of program participation,

and-expressed concern about discouraging students who were,not promoted

mid-year.

Overall Reactions of Staff

Most facilttators and teachers said that they 'would Choose to

repeat their Gates assignment the following year. Allifacilitators, and'

the vast majority of principals and teachers, agreed that the program
should be continued, although many suggested improvements. Expansion of

tudent services (e.g.; guidance and health) emerged as the program's

most pressing need.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Evaluation Questions

The promotional policy which underlies the Gates program set a

concrete goal for participating students: promotion to the fifthor
eighth grade at the earliest possible date by scOring at or above the

criterion for their grade on a standardized'reading test. Attainment

data constitute the most critical information in this evaluation. How-

ever, we also examined: gainS in reading achievement by the total Gates
population and sub-groups; mathematics achievement; and attendance.

Highlights of Findings'

69.5 percent of Gates-eligtble students -with complete test
records attained promotional criteria in either August, 1981,
January, 1982, or April, 1982.

Gates students were able to attain end-of-year promotional
criteria in greater proportions than students in a comparison

,group.

As a group, Gates students made significant progress in read-
ing as measured, on both the'CAT and.another test, the Degrees

of' Reading Power; their gains on the CAT were not substantially

different from those of students in a comparison group.

Students promoted in either August, 1981 or January, 1982 made

higher gains in reading than full-year holdovers. ;Students

promoted in April; 1982 Also made significant gains.



41 As a group, students who failed to attaln promotional crl-
teria and hecame double holdovers had pretest scores well
beloW those of thelr Gates classmates, and posttest scores

, substantially below the promotional criteria.r

Fourth graders' attendance haS remained stable or has slightly
improved since they entered the program.' The attendance of ,

seventh-grade Gates students was problematic; the attendance
rate for these stddents was lower in 1981-82 than in 1980-81.

CASE STUDIES: GATES IN OPERATION AT'FOUR SITES

Observations detailed in case studies ,leáve clear impressions
of the 1981-82 Gates program as it functioned in two elementary amd two
intermediate schools. The following points suggest directions for future
evaluations, but lo not necessarily reflect the program's operation city-
wide.

The Chantellor's Guidelines for Implementation were in effect,
with few exceptions. At all sites, participant identification, class
size, instructional treatment, and administrative support conformed with
these guidelines. Parental involvement was an exception: most teachers
reported some initiative, but limited success in this area.

District-level commitment to the program emerged as an impor-
tant variable at these sites; guidance services, parental participation,
and provision of supplemental materials, were related to this support.
Consistent encouragement from principals and well informed supervision
were also important factors.

Exemplary programs selected by the districts were followed or
adapted at three of the four sites. Staff were generally satisfied with
the curricula. Classroom organization and teaching styles varied mark-
edly, but students at all sites were paying attention to instruction,
and evaluators observed that learning was taking'place.

The program functioned more effectivelY in the elementary than
the intermediate schools. While fourth-grade teachers were generally
positive about the program, its impact on their students, and the sup-
port they received, seventh-grade teachers were lees enthusiastic.
Most felt that identification and treatment of Gates ctudent,s'should
take place earlier. ,While some said they had benefit,d "romthe assign-
ment, others were frustrated at the.lack of support'services, and thought
that being held over had discouraged their students.

The case studies point. tOward a number of areas which need fUr-
ther attention: limited guidance services; partial isolation of Gates
students due to scheduling problems, especially in the intebriediate

/,.
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scHools; and increased test anxiety and worries about future prospects
among .some seventh-grade gates students.

The program's strengths, as indicated by, the studtes, include:
strong social bonding -- a sense of pulling together -- among Gates stu-
dents; enhanced self=esteem stemming from individual. .attention and spe-
cial activitiec7esbecially among fourth graders; possibilfties for small-
grobp and one-ta-bne instruction; and multi-level support available to
flates teachers.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

`Since 1980, the'scHool system has made substantial progress in
articulatfng performance standards for its students and instructional ap-
proerches designed to help students Meet those standards. In 1981-82,

a large-scale, complex program, which maintainsycurricular,and promotion-

al standard6 while allowing for local input, has been implemented across
the system.

The policy.established promotional Gates at grades four and
seven. Results.of this evaluation indicate that the policy was more ef-
Jective and better, received at grade four than at grade seven.

The guidelines for program implementation directed that each
student be assistecrin "devefdping skills through a well planned inten-
sive intructional program not limited by the constraints of time." To

carry out thts c mmitment and assure equity, students'mere offered the

opportunity to dvance out of the program at three pOints during the
year.

Pata,elaborated in this report indicate that the 70 percent of
Gates-eligible students who met the promotional criterion for ,fHeir

.
grade during:the School year were, in terms of basic skills,:hetter pre-
pared to harldle work at the' next grade level than they would have been
in the absence of the Gates program.

For the 30 percent-of Gates students who became dbuble hold-
overs, actually only five peccent of all 1981 fourth and seventh graders,

one year was not sufficient to close the pre-existing gap between then

and classmates who gained promotion. This was surely diSappointina for
the children themselves, their parents, and for the GateS staff who

worked witW them/ However, the very JoW pretest scores of this aroup
made/It difficulft to measOre accurately their actual.gains in reading.
While they di4d nbt attain the same level of skill-proficiency as their,
peers, they may well hav,e made progress in reading which test data do

not reflect. In addition, the promotional policy has focused the a.tten-

tion of tbe system on their.needs. Identification of the Specific dif-
ficulties which hamper the educational growth of this group of students
and determinatfon of ameliorating treatment should be a high priority in

-vi-



1982-83. Particular attention should be given to the causes and improve-
ment of poor attendance patterns.

Finally, the promotional policy has required an unprecedented
degree of coordination between people who staff the school system's
central offices and people in the field. They have begun to work top:-
ther more closely to consider effective instructional approaches, to in-
troduce more specialized staff development, and to strenghthen the bas-ic
skills of the city's lowest achieving students. This concerted effort,
and especially the sharpened focus on low achievers' specific needs,
promises tp have a long-term salutory effect on the school system as a
whole.
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PREFACE

The poet T.S. Eliot wrote, "Between the idea and the reality
...falls the shadow." So it is with the 1981-82 Promotional Gates
Program% a complex, large-scale eff6rt which, even for close observers,
is probably obscured by the press of time and events. The purpose of
this report is to Shed some light on the Gates program and thereby make
it more palpably Osible to those interested in its implementation and
effects.

As the reader will soon'discover, this is a long, detailed re--
port -- a fact which reflects the scope of the program itself and the
-great many questions-about Gates raised both inside and outside the
school system. Even sp, not all questions are 'addressed and answered
here. Some must be left for future evaluations of the program.

We have made an effort to present an enormous amount of data as
simply as possible. Nevertheless, some questions, to be answered cor-
rectly, requirethe use of statistical procedures and test metrics which
may not_be familiar to the general public. Parts of the report are sure-
ly difficult, but the persistent reader will be rewarded with a wealth of
information about the Gates program. 'The chapter which summarizes our
case studies is particularly revealing, and should not be overlooked, be-
cause it adds texture,-to the more conventionally analytic sections of the
report.

In addition to the authors listed on the title page, many other
people contributed to the evaluation effort. Armando Cotay6 and ?Judy
Lawrence served as field consultants and contributed especially'to the
case studies. Susan Morgulas and Eileen Leorard,assisted in the develop-
ment of data collection instruments. Rivka Oldak and Bob Denmark helped
solve some of the more difficult methodological problems. Chaya David,
Rebecca Goldstein, David Miller, and Joyce Negrin did the computer pro-
gramming. Marina Gorbis and Madeline Strum worked as our college interns
during the summer. Regina Illery and Wendy Gldude handled the production
of the report. Jackie Wong Posner and April Singer produced the charts
and tables.

,

RiChard Guttenberg
Director
Office of Educational Evaluation
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I. 'INTRODUCTION

,THE PROMOTIONA'L POLICY

The Promotional Policy for Students in Grades Xindergarten

Through Grade 9 of the New York City Public Schools (Chancellor's Regu-

latlon A-501)was prpmulgated:on June 30, 1980, The stated purpose of

this regulation was to "establish required performance standards and

n64 citywide'curriculum stamdards." The policy reflects the belief that

"a comprehensive citywide competency-based instuctional program. will,

, over a period of time, increase the number of students acquiring basic

skills." The policy characterizes.the span from Septemper, 1980 to June,

- 1982 as a Period of transition, during which various aspects of the

policy would he phased in. During this trAnsition period, Promotional'

policies in effect prior to June, 1980 remained operative for all grades

except four and seven. The,polfcy established,promotipnal gates in

grades foUr and seven as of the 1980-81 school year. The regulations-

. state:

Grade 4 was selected as a check point after a careful
review of relevant literature which 'suggested that the
sequence from reading readiness to reading comprehension
should be achieved by the end of the 4th grade. Grade 7

was selected as a check poiint because it allows for
remediation before students enter a terminal grade.

THI PROMOTIONAL GATES_PROGRAM

The promotional criteria to be applied in the fourth and

seventh grades during 1980-81 were specified in the Guidelines for-the

Implementation of Promotional Policy for Students in Grade Four,and

Grade Seven (Promotional Gates), Chancellor's Re ulation A-505, hereafter



referred to as Guidelines for Implementation),.issued April 14, 1981.

This regulation also established the 1981-82 instructional progran-fOr

students held over in dune, 1981. The Guidelines for Implementation

state:

The intent of the Pronotional,Policy is constructive
and not punitive. Each student is to be assisted in
developing skills through a Avell planned intensive
instructional program not limited by the constraints
of time.

The promotional criteria enforced in grades four and seven in

the 1980-81 school year were: attainment of a reading scdre (on the

California Achievement Test) of not more than one year below grade level

in the fourth grade, and not more than one and one-half years beloW grade

level in the seventh grade. Limited English proficient students who had

been in an Enolish-language school system for less than four years were

subject to promotional criteria on the Criterion Referenced English

Syntax Test. The Guidelines for Implementation state that, "All students

. who -are retained* in grade four or grade seven because of failure to meet

reOuired reading achievement levels must be placed.in special instruc-

tional programs otfering intensive remediation in reading, mathematics,

[and writing ln 1982-83]..

SCOPE OF THIS EVALUATION

This evaluation,of the 1981-82 Promotional Gates Program is the

last of foUr reports issued by,the Office of Educational Evaluation in



1981-82.*

Two overriding questions have guided these assessments: how

well has the Gates Program been implemented, and what has been the aca-
,

demic progress of Gates students? The first que'stion takes into account

the complexity of implementing an instructional program ofthis-magni-

tude,_centrally conceived and administered, in a decentralized school ,

system. 'The's-econd reflects tine prOgram's stress on basic skills acqui-.

sition.' Some important issues have not been, fully addressed intis

year's evaluation, most notably: the non-academic effects 6f:the Gates-

program on students; and th'e effect of the promotional standard on stu-

dents. who attained that criterion in 1981. These queStions have been

left to future years' evaluations.

Chapter II of the report, "Program Backgrodnd," outl'fnes program '

activities which occurred-prior tosSeptember, 1981. Chapter III, "Program

Implementatton," reports reactions of program staff and 'parents to Gates
,

in practice. Chapter IV, "Student Achievement," analyzes achievement out-

.

comes 4r students who were held over as a result of the Gates program.

Chapter y'presents a' synopsis of.four case studies conducted by the eval-

uation team. These case studies are an atteMpt,to provide a school and

classroom-level view of the program. Conclusions are presented in

.Chapt:er VI.

*The three previous Office of Educational EValuation repoqs are:' "An

.
Analysis of Summer School Participation and August, 1981 Test Scores" .

(October, 1981); "An-Assessment of Staff Trairling in the ExeMplary Pro-
grams; August, 1981 (January, 1982); and. "Mid-YearAssessment and Analysts
of January, 1982 Test Results" (March, 1982).,
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II. PROGRAM BACKGROUND: APT - AIGUST: 1981

SELCCTION OV STUDENTS

All fourth- and seventh-grace students, including mainstreamed

special-education students, were. gien the California Achievement Test

(CAT) Form,D in" April, 1981. The Chancellor's Regulation set the promo-

tional criteria at grade equivalent scores on the CAT of 3.7 in the

fourth grade and 6.2 in the-seventh grade. Limited English proficient

students who.had been enrolled in an English-language school system for

fewer than four years were tested for promotion, with the Criterion Refer-

enped English Syntax Test (CREST).* Promotional criteria were set at

different eAls for students who had been in,bilingual programs for

two, three, and four years.

APPEAL PROCEDURES

Appeals for exemption fr'om the promotional poltcy were initiated

in 1981-82 efther byj.parents or by a:school 'through its'principal. Those

initiated by principals were sent to the appropriate district superinten-
.

dents. Appeals approved by the superintendents were forwarded to the

Office of'Promotional Policy for, review and approval in the name of the .

Chancellor. Appeals initiated,by.a prinCipal-but denied by the district

.superintendeqt could not be fuither appealed.; however, at this point, a

N.iyarent could initiate an alternate procedure.

Parents could appeal the,retention of their children to the

*The CREST,' a locally developed criter'ion-referenced test, has been used
in.many of New York City's hilingual and English as a second language pro-
grams since 1978.

-5-
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school principal. If the principal supported the appeal, the process de-

sfribed ahove was put into motion; if not, the parent could still appeal

directly to the district superintendent. If denied V the superinten-

dent, the parent could direct the appeal to the community school board

and, finally, to the Chancellor via the Office of Promotional Policy.

The Cffice of-ProMotional Policy did not issue written direc-

tions for the appeal procedure for 1981-82. Instead, the Assistant

Superintendent for Promotional Policy held individual conferences with

district superintendents who assumed responsibility for publicizing this

information. The Assistant Superintendent personally reviewed all ap-

peals which reached the Office of Promotional Policy, relying heavily on

information provided by the.districts.*

1981 SUMMER SCHOOL AND AUGUST, 1981 TESTING

A six-week remedial reading program was conducted for Gates-

eligible students in July and August, 1981. Attendance was optional and

all holdovers were eligib,le to take the'August, 1981 CAT regardless of

summer school participatio'n. The Office of Educational Evaluation con-

ducteCan assessment of the 1981 summer program-and issued a report on

Qctober 1981. The report concluded that a large percentage of stu-

dents'benefited from re-testing in August and that regular attendance in

the summer program was associated with improved student achievement.

*The Office of.Promotional Policy has instituted a new exemption/appeals

'process, more formal 4nd rigorous, for 1982-83; the process will be des-

cribed and,assessed ir subsequent evaluation reports.
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PUPIL ACtOUNTING

- The complexity of coordinating a reporting system involving
A

several .organi,zational units, combined with the need for timely informa-

tion, made pupil accounting, one of the program's more difficult tasks in

the early stages of implementation. The PromotionarGates Program re-

quired that individual students' test scores and information on program

elig6ility be reported to schools and central offices more rapidly than

the school system had ever done before. It called for a new report-ing

system, allowing for a high degree of interaction and cooperation among

at least four separate organizational units of the school system's cen-

tral administration and an independent test-scorinp contractor. As this

system-was pui in place, data on student-eligibility and program parti-

cipation were treated as preliminary 'until all information was available

and analyzed. '

In spring, 1982, the Office of Educational Evaluation created

a file of all -fourth- and seventh-grade students tested in April, 1981;

August, 1981; September, 198 . (makeup examtnations).; and January, 1982.

These records were matched, using tWo separate algorithms based upon

combinations of a'student's identification number, name, and date of

birth. This,file was then matched to the file of the April, 982 citY-

wide test admtnistration for grades four, five, seven, and eight to

gather posttest scores and information on Gates program participation.

The resulting file is a complete test history of fourth- and seventh-

grade holdover students in 1981-82.

Analysis of the completed data base permits more defiriitive

statements about program eligibility than were possible during the 1981-



82 school year. Despite initial problems, data on pupil eligibility and

program participation reported preliminarily during the sChool year are

7

not at great variance with what appears in the completed test-history

file.

STUDENT ELIGIBILITY

The Gates data base indicates that 22,047 eligible students Scored

below the promotional criteria on the April, 1981 California Achievement

Test. ,An additional 1,936 students who did not take the April, 1981 CAT

Nt-
received scores below the criteria on the August, 1981 CAT. In addition,

754 students (absent from the April and August tests) who took makeup tests

in theirl schools in September, 1981 became eligible for the GateS program.

A total of 24,737 students (21.6 percent of all 1981 fourth and seventh

graders) were identified in 1981 as eligible for the Promotional Gates Pro-

gram based upon performance on the CAT. This total included .1,127 students

(T34 fourth graders and\341 seventh graders) assigned-to special education

resdurce rooms, who did not meet the promotional criteria on' the CAt.

Of this total, 498 were exempted frorvGates by the Assistant

Superintendent for Promotional Policy. Rerfdrmance on the CAT in' August,

1981 resulted in the promotion of 4,672 Gates-eligible students. In-this

way, 19,567 students were identified for program participation by October,

1981. The identification process and data are summarized in Table I and

Figure 1.

In addition to those students who falTed.to meet promotional cri-
,

teria on the CAT, 123 limited English proficient students participated in the

Gates program'after having failed to meet promotional criteria on the CREST.



754
STUDENTS NEW TO

GATES AS RESU6L

OF MAKE-UP TEVillo

,te

TABLE 1
Student Eligibiity for the Promotional Gates Program

Total

.

Grade 4 Grade 7

Eligible students scoring below criterion in April, 1981 22,047 9,653- 12,394
_0

Appeals grantedJune, 1981 498 269 229

Eligible holdoversJuly, 1981 21,549 9,384 12,165

Students (with April scores) above criterion in August, 1981 4,672 2,548
Students below criterion in August (lacking.April scores) +1,936 +, 882 +1,054

Eligible holdoversSeptember, 1981 18,813 0 8,142 10,671

Studatits below criterion in September, 1981 (makeups) + ,754 +355 + 399 .

Eligible holdoversOctober, 1981 19,567 8,497 , i1,070

FIGURE 1

Number of CAT-Tested Students in Gates:April, '81 to October, '81

APRIL/MAY JUNE JULY

498
STUDENTS EXEMPT

FROM GATES

AFTER APPEAL

AUGUST

4,672
STUDENTS PRO-

MOTED AS RESULT

OF AUGU.ST CAT

SEFTEMBER OCTOBER

22,047
STUDENTS NOT

MEETING CRITERIA

ON APRIL CAT

21,549
GATES STUDENTS

18,813

GATES STUDENTS

19,567
GATES STUDENTS

1,936
STUDENTS NEW TO

GATES6 AS RESULT

OF AUGUST CAT



SELECTION OF.INSTRUCTIONAL OROGRAMS

.
Before the Gates program starte, the Division of Curriculum

and Instruction designated as exemplary four reading Orograms, two writ-

ing programs,* and two mathematics programs: -Each program'had been .used

successfully in a range of New York City community school districts, and

was enddrsed by district administrators, suPervisors, and teachers. All

wereeemed appropriate for a broad range of urban instructional settidgs.

Fran, a practical viewpoint, each offe'red ready mateciAls for duplication,

and required a manageable regimen of staff development. Optional pro-

giraMs selected by individual district superintendents for use by their

schools had to meet similar criteria. Each reading program was to be ,

enbedded in a'total communication-arts Curriculum designed by the
4

Divi5ion of Curriculum And Instruction or develope d. by district ,..urricu-

lum specialists. Appendix A contains a brief description of each eiem-
i

plary instructional program; Table A-1 indicates the 32 coomunity school

districts' adoption.of curricula, by subject and grade.

-; The four reading programs -- Exemplary Center for Reading In-

struction (ECRI)) High Intensity Learning System (HILS-II); Learning to

Read Through the Arts (L.R.A.); and Structured Teaching in the Area of

Reading (STAR) ..- were presented to district superintendents at borough

conferences. Four selected ECRI, fOur chose HILS-II, and two selected

STAR for use by all Gates classes in their disthct. Fourteen districts

implemented.two or more reading programs, and seven districts imple-

mented optibnal, district,developed reading programs in all their Gates

*Writing programs were not mandated for the 1981-82 schooLyear.
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classes. (One district which had implemente'd an optional program in,

'all Gates classes during the fall used HILS.II in all seventh-grade Gates

classes for.the remainder of the year.) The,one remaining district based

an optional program on its Title I model, and employed thematic units

from Learning,to Read Through the Arts.

Two. exemplary mathematics curricula -- Diaonostic Prescriptive

Arithmetic (D.P.A.) and Real Math (R.0.) -- were presented to-district

superintendents. Six districts selected D.P.A. and four selected R.M.

for implementation in all Gates classes1r13 districts'selected.O.P.A.

for some Gates classet and R.M. for others., Nine districts received per-

mission to implement optimal, district-developed mathematics programs.

The Office of Bilingual Education developed a language arts cur-

riculum for bilingual Gates classet. Most bilingual classes implemented

this curriculum in-conjunction with the exemplary or optional reading

and mathematics programs'used in their districts:

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF GATES STAFF

Selection and Background:of Gates Teachers

The Chancellor's Guidelines for Implementation specified seven

criteria for selection of Promotional Gates teachers. Teachers were

eligible if they:

1. had demonstrated effectiveness working with students who
function below the required performance standards in the
reading, writing, and mathematics basic skills areas;

2. had knowledge of a variety'of teaching resoufsces and tech-
'niques useful with students who function below the required
performance standards;



3. were willing to participate in staff development workshops,

conferences, and training sessions;

4. were willing to hold individual conferences with parents as

often as necessary and to encourage parent involvement;

5. haii three or more years of successful teaching experience;

6. were available for participation in paid staff development

activities during the last-two weeks in August;

7. had demonstrated skill in the approprite curriculum for

fourth- or seventh-grade remediation classes.

Community school districts reported that 1,311 teachers taught

Gates classes in 1981-82. Completed teacher information forms were ob-

tained from 1,190* (90 percent) of these teachers, more of whom taught

seventh (675) than fourth grade '(515),. Their responses suggest the ex-

tent to which selectiOn of these teachers conformed to the guidelines.

Sitce most (86 percen0,fourth-grade teachers taught both communication

arts and mathematics, their responses are usually reported collectively

in this report. Sesienth-grade communication arts and mathematics teach-

ers' responses are reported separately where Appropriate, since most (83

,

percent) teachers at this grade level taught,only one or the other sub-

ject. Although some (14 percent) fourth-grade teachers taught only read-

ing or mathematics, and some (17 percent) seventh-grade teachers taught

b. 7
. both reading and mathematics, grouping responses in this way simplifies

.1
discussion of staff characteristics. (See Table 2.)

*C#Mpleted forms were obtained from an additional 366 teachers who attended

Gates training in summer, 1981 but were not assigned to a Gates class in

1981-82.
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TABLE 2

Teaching Responsibilities of Gates Teachers a

Subject area taught

Communications arts
Grade Communications arts Mathematics and mathematics

_
Total

N % N % N % N

Four 42 8% 30 6%.
,

'441 86% 513

Seven 347 52 211 31 115 .17 673

Total 389 33% 241 20% 556 47% 1,180

a
This table refers to teachers who completed information forms.

b
An additional two fourth- and two seventh-grade teacners did not indicate their area of instruction.

Teachers were asked to indicate whether they had volunteered for

or were assigned to the Gates program. 'More fourth- than seventh-grade

teachers volunteered (74 and 61 percent, respectively).

Fourth- and seventh-grade teachers' educations -were comparable.

All possessed a bachelor's degree and 7 6 percent had obtained a master's

degree. Alnost half (46 percent) of the teachers had also completed'

credits beyond their master's degree.

qates teachers' prior teaching experience is comparable to that

of the \general population of New York City school teachers. More than

9 0 percent had taught for-at least four years prior to their Gates assign-

ment. Often their teaching experience had been with students at the same

1 evel as those in their 19 81-82 Gates classes. Sixty-eight, percent of

the fourth-grade teachers had at least four years of experience' teach-

ing ,itrird, fourth, or fifth grade, and 81 percent of the'sev,enth-grade

teachers had taught sixth, seventh, or eighth grade fOr four or more years.
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(/
A significant number of Gates teachers gained experience in re-

medial instruction for the first time. Less than talf (49 percent)' of

the fourth-grade teachers had taught a remedial reading class and fewer

(29 percent) were experienced with remedial mathematics instruction.

These figures are somewhat higher for seventh-grade teachers. Sixty-nine

percent of those teaching communication arts at the seventh-grade level

had at least one year of experience teaching remedial reading, and 49

percent of those teaching a Gates mathematics class had taught remedial

imathematics_before. Although some Gates teachers had experience with re-
,

medial instruction, few wace licensed (by the city) or certified by the

state) for remedial reading Amathematics instruction. (See Tables )3

and 4.)

Pre-Service Gates Training

Gates teachers were asked about.their familiarity with the exem-

plary and district-optional program's selected for the Gates classes in

their schools. The vast majority :had not taught these curricula prior to

the 1981-82 school year. Ninety-two percent Of the fourth-grade teachers

and 86 percent of the seventh-grade reading teachers had never taught the

reading curriculum assigned to them. Similarly, 91 percent of the fourth-

grade and 88 pelcent of seventh-grade mathematics teachers had no prior

experience with the mathematics curriculum assigned to them.
1

ProspectiNie Gatewteachers were expected to participate in pre-

service training to prePare for their Gatet assignments. Five half-days

of training in each of the exemplary reading and mathematics programs were

sponsored hy the Division of Curriculum and Instruction during the last.

-14-
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TABLE 3
New York State Teaching Certifications Held by Gates *Riechers

Certificate

% of teachers holding certificates

Fourth-grade teachers Seventh-grade teachers

(N8=483)

Comniunication arts

(N = 441)

Mathematics

(N=282)

K-6th grade 88% 28% 35%

Reading 9 19 6

English 1 38 19

Mathematics o 1 26

Special education 2 2 1

Other 8 24 23

Total b 108% 112% 11,0%

a Number 'of teachers responding to question. Some seventh-grade teachers taught both communication arts and mathematics.
b The percentages exceed 100 percent because teachers can hold more than one teaching certificate.

TABLE 4
New York City Teaching Licenses Held by Gates Teachers

Licenses held

% of teachers boiling license

Fourth-g de teachers Seventh-grade teachers

(148=483)

Comminication arts

(N = 462)

Mathematics

(N=326)

tarty childhood 9% 3% 2%

.Common branches 91 35 41

E.S.L. 1 1 o

English o 45 10

Bilingual common branches 10 .5 4

Mathematics 0 2 33

Other 3 22 21

Total b 114% -113% 111%

a Number of teacKers responding to question. Some seventh-grade teachers taught both communication arts and mathematics.

bThe percentaiges ex.ceed 100 percent because teachers can hold more than one teaching license.
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two weeks of August 1981. One to four. days of summer training were pro-

vided by indiOdual districts in district-optional reading and mathematics

programs. Abbreviated versions of these sessions were also held for Gates

supirvisors.

Most of the teachers in the 1981-82 Gates program attended the

sessions sponsored by the Division of Curriculum and Instruction or those

provided by their districts. However, more seventh-grade mathematis

teachers (22 percent) failed to attend summer bre-service training than

those assigned to teach seventh-grade reading (17 percent) or fourth-grade

reading (11 per ent) or mathematics (12 percent). Those teachers who did

not attend sUmm r sessions received in-service training during the school

year.
4

Participants in the summer training completed evaluation forms

at the close.of the sessions.* Forr were obtained from 1,046 teachers

and 289 supervisors who received training in the exemplary curricula,

and from 309 teachers who participated in dtstrict-sponsored training

sessions. (See Table 5.) Participants' ratings of training in the dis-.

trict-optibnal programs and the exemplary mathematics curricula were gen..;

erall6ore Positive than ratings of sessions on exemplary reading cur-

ricula. Among participants ratingsstaff development in reading, ECRI

teachers gave the lowest ratings. This may have resulted from the de-

tailed and prescrtptive teaching behaviors which ECRI teachers are re-
6

.40

*See the Jan-uary, 1982 Office of Educational Evalua'tion report "The Promo-

tional Gates Program: An Assessment of Staff Trai$ing in the Exemplary
Programs."

/1=
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TABLF 5
Teachers' Ratings of Curricula after the

August, 1981 Training

Question

Reading curricula *Math WAWA

ECR1

(N = 147)

STAR

(N = 233)

HILS

(N = 215)

L.R.A.

(N =.13)

Optional

(N = 216)

D.P.A.

(N = 241)

R.M.

(N = 197)

Optional

(N = 136)

Understand
the program 32% 33% 59% 46% 62% 52% 64% 73%

Agree with
program
philosophy 43 54 60 61 70 63 65 67

Agree cvith
.

program methods 39 54 58 54 69 64 64 69

Believe program
, will. De effective 49 55 59 61 70 67 60 74

Feel prepared
to teachprogram 20 ) 37 56 54 64 49 66 67

Teachers traped in optional curricula, both in reading and mathematics, responded most positively
in eVery area.

H1LS and L.R.A. teachers were more positive than reading teachers trained in am ir STAR. Only
one in flye ECR1 teachers felt prepared to teach the program at the end of summer training.

The range of responces from teachers trained in various math programs was telatively narrow;
`D.P.A. teachers were somewhat less secure than others in other their, grasp of the program and

preparedness to teach it.

qui red to use. In general , teachers', responses suggest insecurity and

feelings of unpreparedness at the onset of the Gates program's first

year. However; as indicated in the next section of the report, teacher

insecurity abated crsiderahly once the school year got under way.
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III. PROGRAM IMPtEMENTATION: SEPTEMBER, 1981 - JUNE, 1982

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The Office,of Educational Evaluation gathered information on

the Promotional Gates Program -- its workings day-to-day, its strengths,

its limitations -- from.the people most directly involved with Gates'.

students (teachers and parents) and the individuals providing adminis-

trative And technical support (district facilitatars and principals).

,These participants were aske0 to identify activities which helped or
V-

hampered program implementation, and to address the following areas:

conformity to guidelines; staff development; administrative and techni-

cal support; curricula; and the program's,impact on its particiOnts.

Recommendation§ were elicited as well. Strategies used to collect data

were designed to:capture the broadest possible representation at each

participant level.*

Facilitators

Each of the 32 Gates district facilitators was interviewed dur-

ing spring, 1982. .

Principals

Survey forms mere distributed to the 543 principals with Gates

classes in their schools At the annual spring, 1982 borough-wide princi-

pals' meetings or mailed directly tathe schools. Responses were col-

*Copies°of4field su'rvey tnaruments are available-on request from the

Office of Educational Evaluation.
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lected anonymously, but principals were asked to identify their districts

and the grade level of Gates classes in their schools. The 243 Princi-
".

pals,who completed the survey represented 45 Rercent of those with,Gates

classes. The rate of response'varied by district'from zero to 83 per-
,

'cent. This variance did nO correspond to the number of Gates sites

per distr1ct, and apparently reflects sone other district characteristic.

-Teachers

Teacher survey forms were distributed through Gates district

facilitators during spring, 1982, primarily at.district staff develop-,
4

.ment meetings. racilitators were also asked to distribute the forms to

teachers who had not attended the meetings and to encourage them to re-

spond. Ihis- method of distribution resulted in a very high respOlise

rate. Completed forms were obtained from 797 teachers, 67 percent of'

the.1,111 Gates'teachersi

The information, Rrovided'anonymously by respondents to this sur-

vey was comparedwith tnat provided earlier in the year on teacher infor-

mation forms. As On the teacner information forms, two-thirds of-the sur-

vey respondents reporte'd that'they had volunteere4 for their Gates posi-
S.

tions. As previously reported, more fourth-grade teachers were volunteers.

Response to the survey apparently introduced some bias: respon-

,

dents were primarily those wilO attended workshoPs, whi.c focused more on

communicaton arts than on mathematics; fourth-grade teachers were more

highly represented both at.workshops and in the survey (76 percent) than

were sefenth7grade,teachers (58 percent). Table &indicates the charac-

teristics of teachers who completed the ''urvey.
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TABLE 6
Response to Teacher' Survey

Responsibilities .

Grade 4 Grade 7 Combined grades

Number of

teachers t

Response to

, MMIly Number of
teachers a

Response to

UMW Numberof
teachers '

Response to

survey ;

N Si N Si N 5

,_.--)Communicationsarls 42 18 43% 347 213 61 % 389 231 59%

Othematics 30 13 43 211 81 38 241 . 94 39

CoMmunication arts

and mathematics 441 358 81

,

11,5 79 69 556 437 -79

No information on grade level ' " 17

No information on
instructional area 2 2 2 .-- 16 ' 4 15.

6.

Total 515 391 76% 675 389 58% 1,190 797 67%

Number of respondents completing the teacher information form.

The most highly represented grOup was fourth-grade communication arts/mathematics teachers (81.
percent):

The least represented group was seventh-grade mathematics teachers (38 percent).

,The response rate also varied by district from 34 percent to

100 percent. There was a slight tendency for districts with fewer Gates

classes to have a higher rate of response than those with more 'Gates
zg.

classes, but there were several exeeptions to this. Some faCilitators

were evidently more diligent or successful than oAiers in obtaining re-

sponses from teachers.

Paren'ts

In June,. 1982, the Office of Educational Evaluation di stributed

a survey in. English and Spanish to the parents of Gates students. Students

wereiasked to take the survey home; parents were asked to complete the

-21-
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survey anonymously and return it in a postage-paid envelope. In addition

to their general reaction to the Gates program, parents were Asked about

their contact with the school during the year, andtheir knowledge of the

program prior to September, 1981.

By mid-July, 2,352 parents (13 percent) had responded to the.sur-

vey. Seventy-nine percent of the respondents used the English version of

the survey and 21 percent used the Spanish version. To be representative

of the numbers of Gates parents at each grade level, the number of re-

sponses from parents of fourth- and seventh-graders should havebeen ap-

proximately-equal. This was not the case;-`surveys were returned by 1,529

parents of fourth-graders and 823 parents of Seventh-graders.'

ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

The citywide Promotional Gates Program was centrally adminis:-

tered. Under the direction of the Deputy Chancellor for Instruction, the

Office of Promotional Policy (0.P.P.) monitored the program. Instruction-

al support services were provided hy the Division of Curriculum and

Instruction. Community superintendents were responsible for implement-

ing the program in their districts; principals were responsible for clasS-

es in their schools..
%-

As head of O.P.P., the Assistant Sunerintendent for Promotional

-. Policy was responsibfe for monitoring the program, interpreting policy,

and rifling on student exemptions. His six assistants visited schools,

deeting wi,th Gates district facilitators, abi school supervisors to re-

view problems, interpret program guidelinev; and review student class-

room assignments. They also "visited'classrooms to determine the extent
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of program implementation, to check on the availability of materials,

and to address teachers' questiOns and concerns.

The central administration fupded a half4ime Gates facilitator

position in each of the 3? districts. Eighteqn districts contributed

additional funding and assigned the facilitator more than half-time to

Gates.. The proportion of the faciiitator's time assigned to Gates did

not-reflect the number of Gates clasSes'in the district, and appears to

suggest, rather, the distr4ct's commitment to the program.

Selected by community superintendents, the facilitators were

the.primary resource and contact persons in the districts. The facili-

fators were selected on the basis of prior district-level experience in

administration, curriculum development, and staff development. The fa-
_

cilitators' responsibilitiés included monitoring'and interpreting pol-
.

icy, providing materials, imeoving communication with parents, And as-

sisting teachers and supervisors on an individual basis.

Gates principals or their deSignated assistant principals were

responsiblefor the day-to-day supervision of Gates classes in the schools.

The Gates supervisors' responsibilities included the selection of tgach-

ers, organization of Gates clases, provision of materials, implementa-

A

tion of curricula, parental involvement, and improvement of tnstruction.

Essentially, these are the same responsibilities that school supervisors

have for all classei.

COOORMITY TO GUIDEf.INES

Student Placement

Two out of three responding principals reported some difficul-

-23-
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ties in implementing_student eligibility criteria. CAT'eligibility cri-
-

teria, although clear\ly delineated in the Guidellines 'for Implementation,

weie problematic for 22 percent of princiliali. Newly admitted students
\

without test histories poS'ed problems for 42 percent. Twenty-two pee-
1

cent found criteria for placement of limited English proficient (LEP)
10

students (as specified in notices from more than one unit of the central

administration) confusing or unfair; special education eligibility cri-,

teria, in the absence of evaluation or placement, posed problems for 24

percent.

One-half of the district facilitators agreed that LEP criteria

were confusi-ng or unfair. One-fourthof the facilitators thought that

special provisions for resource-room students constituted an unfair ad-

'vantage over other Himidentified" Gates students who were equally in

need of these provisions.

Class Organization

District facilitators were,confident that, after some initial

cqlfusion, all diStricts complied with eequirements for class size (15 to

20 students) spelled out in the Guidelines for Implementation. Only

eight percent of the principals reported .fly difficulty in adhering to

this guideline. Teachers' reports of their average class registers,,how-

ever, did not completely agree with principals' reports: while 65 per-

cent of teachers reported-that the average siie of theie registers was

between 15 and 20, a third (32 percent) reported smaller registers and

three percent reported registers above'20. These data were collected

at the.end of the school year; class registers therefore do-not include

-24-
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Gates participants who tested out of the progra'm mid-year. Registers

below the stated minimum were more prevalent in fOurth than in seventh-

:grade classes; registers above'the maxi:..:Jm were more prevalent in

seventh- than in fourth-grade classes.

Finding space for an increased number of smaller classes was a

problem for 12 percent of elementary and junior high school principals.

In other respects, organization of Gates classes proved problematic for

junior high, but not for elementary school principals. Thirty-one per-

cent of junior high priocipals reported problems io scheduling Gates

classes according to guidelines; for 19 percent:establishing self-con-

tained classes posed diffizlties, apparently related to teacher recruit-'

ment problems.,

Teacher Selection

Teacher recruitment seemed to cause considerable difficul.ty.

Half of the district facilitators stated that the guidelines were not al-

wiys followed, primarily because of shortages of well-qualified volun-

teers. Only 55 percent of the teachers considered the guidelines for

teacher selection clear and reasonable; 21/fercent did not know that such

guidelines.existed. Fifty-six,percent of responding principals also re-

ported pcoblems with teacher selection. (See Table 7.)

Parental Involvement

All facilitators reported that Gates teachers held the normally

required.parent-teacher conferences. They encouraged teachers to make

telephone calls and write letters to their students' homes. Two-thirds
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TABLE 7

Principals' Difficulties in Implementing
Teacher Selection Guidelines

Area of difficulty

SChaol level

Elementary

(N=161)

Junior
high

(N=80)

Total

(N=241)

Obtaining applications to teach Gates classes 20% 33% 24%

Experience teaching reading 8 28 15

Experience teaching mathematics 7 31 15

Experience teaching low-achieving studeMs 10 : 21 14

Attendance at staff development 11 31 18

Encouraging parent involvement 25 .. 46 32

Junior high school principals reported far more difficulty with teacher selection and conformity to
guidelines than elementary school principals.

One-third of junior high school principals found'it difficult to obtain applications from qualified
teachers.

Nearly half of junior high school principals and a quarter of elemen school principals found
teachers reluctant to work at involving parents in the program.

of facilitators reported that some schools provided additional activities

for Gates parents including orientation meetings, wOrkshops, morning ar,d

afternoon coffee-hours, and participati on in cl ass tri ps. Fi ve di stricts

held district-wide Gates meetings for parents. One district mandated

principal-parent conferences. Nonetheless, facilitators and principals
gb.

were dissatisfied, and thought that more should be done to involve parents

in the. future.

Data from the teacher survey also indicate some problems in im-

plementing this aspect of the program. While time was provided for con-

ferences, teachers who met with more than half of Gates parents were a
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minority. (See Table 8.) Teachers reported that the topics most fre-

0
quently dikcussed in their conferences With parents were students' work

and grades (for fourth graders) and attendance and tardiness (for Apventh

graders). Only 357 teachers (45 percent) reported that a Gates parent

orientation meeting had been held at the .outset of the program. Of

these, only 50 teachers (six percent of all'respondeats) said that at

least half of Gates parents hadatteded the meeting.

TABLE 8 ,

Parent Attendance at Parent-Teacher Conferences

Number of teachers .

% of parents attending at leastiakconference

Wents 1-50 51-100,

Grade responding
,No

attended percent percent

Four 298 2% 49% 49%

Seven 316 4 80 16

Total Q14 3% 65% 32%

Conferences were much more frequent with parents of fourth graders than with parents of seventh
graders.

About a third of the teachers reported conferences with more than half of Gates parents.

;

Parents were asiced about\t*...ex_teht of their contact with the

schools in 1981-82.( (See Table 9.) The majority (85 percent) reported

at least one individual meeting with their children's Gates teachers.

This rate of contact would be acceptable to facilitators, principals,

and teachers, but was apparently not representative of parental involve-

mentTrogram-wide. It aPpears that parents who responded td the sur'Vey

were also more likely to have had contact with the schools.

-27-
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TABLE 9

Parents' Reports.of Program Involvement

% of parents attending at least one conference

Fourth
(N=1,529)

Seventh

(N=823)
Combined

(N=2,352)

Met alone with Gates teacher

Ntever 13% 21% 16%

Once 11 23 15

Twice ,76 56 69

Attended Gat As meeting for parents

Never 46% 60% 51%

Once or more 54 40 49

More than two-thirds of parents reported !hat they had met individually withtheir children's Gates
teachers more than once.

Nearly half said they had aitended group meetings about the Gates program.

More parents of folirth graders than seventh graders reported program involvement.

,

Notification 'to parents of the summer _school for Gates holdover

students, while far from universal, was apparently more widespread than

notification of the apPeals process. Nearly two-thirds of those who re-

sponded to the survey -- presumably the most active and cOncerned parents

did' not know that 04 deci si on to hold over ttleil chi 1 dren could be

appealed. This was a serious problem. (See Table 10.).

SUPPORT FROM CENTRAL OFFICES

All 32 district facilitators had contact at monthly meetings

with the AssiStant Superintendent !or Promotional Policy (hedd of 0.P.P.),

his deputy, and the O.P.P. assistants. The facildtators also reported

-28-
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tABLE 10

Notification of Parents About the Program

Last year, when were you Notified that your child could go to summer school?

Total +e

Mays May, June. et July, Didn't No response

Grade returned 1981 1981 1981 know to question

Four 1,529 17N 39% 11% 19%- 14%
/-'

Seven 823 16 48 11 16 9

Total 2,352 17% 42% 11% 18% 12%

Did you, kdow you could appeal the decision to bold your child over this year (in 1981-82)?

Total

surveys No response

Grade returned Yes No to question

Four 1,529 31% 61% 8%,

Seven 823 28 67 5

Total 2,352 30% 63% 7%

Two thirds of fourth-grade parents and three-quarters of seventh-grade parents said that they knew
their children could go to summer school.

About a third (31 percent) of fourth-grade parents, and even flower (28'percent) seventh-grade
parents, knew that they could appeal the decision to hold over their children.

that, overall, the O.P.P. assistants visited 87 percent of the' schools

in which Gates classes were organized. All 32 district facilitators

stated that this central monitoring was necessary, appropriate, and help-

ful. Half asked for more training for themselves and for more pupil ser-

vices,sincluding educatio'nal screening, guidance, and diagnosis of reading

di fficult ies.

Flfty-eight percent of the Gates principals reported that,the

O.P.P. site visits included meetings focusing on promotional policy,,
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class organization, teacher selection, staff development, Gates curric-

ula and materials, or individual student needs. Most (63 percent) re-
.

A
sponding principals required no additional support from central offices.

.

Those who wanted more support asked for direct communication between

the school and central offices, more training and advice for their teach-

ers, and additional guidance and diagnosticiArvices for individual Gates

pupils.

Sixty percent of the teacher respondents reported that O.P.P.

site visits had included visits to their classrboms. Since the O.P.P.

assistants functioned more as monitors than as resource_people, it is

,a
(--not surprising lhat only about one-third of the visited teachers (38' per-

ceni') found the O.P.P. visits helpful to themselves.

SUPPORT FROPAISTRIOT OFFICES

Principals' Meetings with District Personnel

The primary resource for Gates principa)s was the district fa7

cilitator: 92 percent f principals reported meeting with the facilita-

,tor to discuss Gates' iss es. Most reported'diScussions with other dis-

trict-level staff', inclOding the district superintendent, a deputy super-

intendent, or a curriculum specialist. These discussions addressed Gate

policy, class organization, teacher selection and staff develOpment, cu

ricula and materials, parent contact, or individual pupil needs. Princi-

pals said that these discussions'met their needs 9p percent of the time.

Relatively few asked for addition'al help from the districts;'those who

did asked for more adMinistrative help, more help for teachers, and more

guidance and diagnostic services for-individual.pupils.
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Facilitators,! Site Visits

, Tbe great majority 187 peecent) of Gates teachers:repqffed that

tbey had reee'ived classroom visits from facilitators; most. (85'percent)

of those visited found the facilitators helpful. (lee Table 1-1.)

TABLE 11

Teachers' Reports of District Facilitator Visits

4 Total 5i of responding ,
teachers teachers Extremely Moderately Not

Grade responding visited helpful helpful helpful 1

Helpfulness of visits

.Four 391 a 92% 39% 50% 11%

Seven 389 81 32 48 Q20

Total 780 87% 36% 49% 15%

(la Three fourth-grade teachers did not answer the question about the helpfulness of the vtils...f.' More fourth- than seventh-grade teachers riported at least one visit by a district facilitator.

Eighty-nine percent ef fourth-grade teachers and 80 percent of seventh-grade teachers who
received visits from district facilitators found them moderately or extremely helpful.

Facilitators were generally dissatisfied with the amognt of time

they could devote to site visits: 75 percent stated that they did not

have sufficient time to support instruction adequately. All facilitators

said that they had visited classrooms as often as possible, but believed

that Gates teachers and supervisors n ded more individual support.

Twelve said they needed clericy support from their drstricts to reduce

paper work, so that they could gpend more time visiting Gates classrooms.

Facilitators reported training for Gates supervisors in 75 percent, of

the districts; almost half (47 percent) felt this training had beet help-

ful. Three-quarters considered such training an ongoing prisority since
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facilitators themselves were often unable to visi t all schools, and (ac-

cordivg to a third of the facilitators) princijae+s we e not as knowledge-

able ablut or Involved in the prOgram. as they needed to be.
_ .

Teacher Training

-Girn the teacher recruitment problems they reported, it is not

surprising that principals and facilitators considered staff development

for teachers ex;remely important. All but one pr'incipal reported special

training for Gates teachers. Eighty-three percent of elementary school

principals and 80 percent of junior high school principals considered

fhiS staff development helpful.

Facilitators were even more positive. The great majority (88

/percent) reported that the staff development privided for teachers was

extremely or moderatel 'helpful. Facilitators mentioned enhanced mOrale,

problem-solving in groups, reduced iscilation, and better teaching as out-

comes of this training. More than half indicated a need for even more

interpretation and dmonstration of curriculum.

Teachers were less enthusias ic. Teachers' responses were

grouped into thOse who felt the traini g wasCtremely or moderately

helpful and those who said it was slightly helpful, not helpful, not

avatlableor gave no response. Positive responses (extremely or moder-

ately helpful) are shown in Table 12. (Negative responses to training

in parent involvement may reflect)imited activities in this area-rather

than the quality of training.) Table 12 aiso,indicates that teach's re-

quested additional training in every.area.

A11.32 facilitators supported the need for ongoing teaOher train-
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TABLE 12

Teachers' Reactions to Gates Training

Grade 4 Grade 7 Total

(N = 391) (N = 38a) (N=797)

% Need . % Need % Need
Training area positive more positive more positive mom

;response training response training response training

Promam methods/techniques/
lessons/materials 65% 31% 59% 28% 63% 30%

Pupil diagnosis/prescription/
progress records 49 29 41. 29 45 29

Classroom managethent 44 26 40 20 43 23

Supplementary activities r 54 21 '-e41 24 49 03

Parent involvement 24 25 13 26 19 26

NOTE: Seventeeh respondents dienot indicate grade level. These perettages indicate teachers responses to tw separate but related Auestions
abourGates training.

"

Fourth-grade teachers Were slightly but cdnsistently more positive.about the training they received
than seventh-grade teachers.

Both groups were Most positive about training in exemplary-optional programmethodology.

Both groups were least positive about training related to parent involvement.
%.

ing. Facilitators ,whose districts implemented more than ohe reading or

mathematics program felt that achers needed additional training, and

suggested borough-wide..sessions on specific programs. Four een facilita-

tors (44 percent) thought that staff development should fo/us more in-

tensely on how to meet students' individual needs.

Support from School Supprvisors

Teachers we?e asked to describe

from their school supervisors (either the

pal). Re5ponses of fourth-grade and seven
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a

ably simi lar, varying only by .one or two percentage points. Ei ghty,--one

percent of all teache'r respondents felt highly or moderately supPorted.

Needs of Teachers

Teachers were asked in which of six different areas they needed

further assistance. (See Table 13.) As, would be expected, teachers who-

had not been visited or supported by a district facilitator, O.P.P. assist-

ant, or school supervisor were more likely to answer.that they needed ad:

ditional help. The discrepancies were largest between teachers who felt

TABtE 13

Teachersr Needs in Relation to Supporir
Received from Supervisors

....--

Area

% teachers needing additional help

l

Ail
respondents

-(N=774)

Respondents
indicating

supervisortsr
,support

(N=630)

Respondents

lacking
supervisor's

support

(N=144)2

Discuss student needs 34% 29% -

Interpret or demonstrate curriculum 29 25 44

Monitor class size and student placement 27 22 48

Review parent-teacher contacts 26 23 43

Facilitate delivery of materials 20 17 34

Convey policy directives 17 14 33

3 1n addition to the 17 teachers who failed to specify their grade of rnstruction, nine fourth-grade/and 11 seventh-grade teachers did not answer this

question.

The highest percentage 6f teachers thought that more attention should be focused on students'
needs: 57 percent of those who lacked supervisory support, and 29 percent of those who had sup-
port, indicated this need.

Teachers expressed the least need for assistance in acquiring materials and receiving policy

directives.
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supported or unsupported by their supervisors, and were consistent across

eAch of six surveyed areas. They were especially marked among fourth-

grade teachers; seventh-grade teachers who couldtconsult with other Gates

teachers i9 the same schcol apparently fared better in the absence of

supportive supervision. Visits by district facilitators and O.P.P.

assistants did not,appéar to have as strong an impact:

EhMPLARY/OPTIONAL PROGRAMS

Community superintendents selected exemplary/optional reading

and mathematics programs for use in their districts' Gates classes.*

One-third of the facilitators indicated that only district-level staff

contributed to the decision. Facilitators reported that principals were

included in the decision procett In_about'half the district5; six facil-

itators reported that principals and their staffs were allov7ed to select

from among the exemplary programs identified Centrally. AbbUt half of

the principals confirmed that they had input into program selection, and

an additional 17 percent reported that Gates.teachers 'were also wnsulted.

Eighteen percent of teacher respondents agreed that they participated in

the'selection of programs.

Facilitators' Reactions to Programs

Facilitators were asked to assess the effectiveness of the read-
.

ing and mathematics pro4rams implemented in their distriAs, and thei'r
0

*Appendix A contains descriptions of the instructional programs, and in-

dicates the program(s) selected by each district.
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preparedness to assist these programs. Those facilitating distrkt-s

.optional progruaT expressed the most-tonfidence, saying almost without

exception t t the programs were effective, and that they felt well pre-

pared to fiulfill their respons-ibilities. Given the choice, they would

'implement the same programs in 1982-83. Facllitator's confidence- related

'most clearly to the number,of reading and mathematics programs implement-
,

ed in the district. Those responsible for one exemplary reading and one

exemplary mathematics program felt that the approaches were reasonably

effectiveapd were .iiuitfe secure in their ability to coordinate them.

Facilitators iff'the ten distridts which had implemented two or more

reading programs and two or more mathematics programs were least likely

to feel confilent; they would reduce the number of proprams implemented

in their districts in'1982-83. 4

The 18 facilitators in districts wtth bilingual Gates classes

were not well informed about the bilingupl language-arts curriculum.

Only four facilitators felt they understood it. Thirteen of the 18

facilitators explained that teachers of bilingual Gates classes were

also using the exemplary/optional reading program chosen for other Gates
)

classes in their schools. Only ten of the 18 facilitators offerled a

judgment on the effectiveness of the bilingual curriculum: six termed

this curriculum sufficiently or very effectiye, three-thought it was

somewhat effective, and two thought it not at all effective fin preparing

students to meet the promotional criteria.

Principals' Reaqions to Programs

In order to gauge their satisfaction with the reading and mathe-
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matics programs used in their schools, principals were asked if they

would use tne Same programs in their Gates classes in 1982-83. Overal],

three-qbarters of the responses to this question were positive. STAR,

L.R.A., distritt-optional programs, dnd HILS received consistently high

ratinds, but only 58 percent of principals implementing ECRI would use

it agiin. Grade level generally did not affect responses; however, ele-

mentary school principals implementing optional programs were more posi-

tive (77 percent) than junior high uincipals (67 percent).

Principals expressed equal satisfaction with various Aathematics

curricula. Seventy-two percent would use the same program again. As

with reactionsto reading programs, there were few differences between

elementary and junior high principals who implemented.an exemplary mathe-

matics curriculum, but school level did make a difference among princi-

pals using district-optional mathematics programs. Although 84 percent

of the elementary school .principals would retain their district-optional

program, only 50 percent of those at tte junior high level would do so.

Principals' Input and Preferences

Those principals'who said they had input into program selection

were more likely to express interest in using the program again the fol-

lowing year. (Sea Table 14.)

As Table 15 indicates, a principal's input into the curriculum

selection process was crucial to acceptance of ECRI. This pattern was

characteristic only of ECRI-schools, and suggests that districts plan-

ning to use this program should solicit,principals' input and krepare

carefully for its implementation.
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TABLE 14

Curriculum Preferbnces ot Principals with
or without Input into Selection

Curriculum preference

Principal's input into program selection

A wilt deal
' (N=90)

Some
(N=77)

None

(N=59)
Total

(N.1..- 226)

A

Would re-use reading program 86% 74% 54% 73%

Would re-use math program , 76 75 61 72

Note. Fifteen principals did nOt indicate how much input they had into selection of the Gates curricula. Only 17 actually said they would prefer not to

use the reading curriculum and 20 said this about the mathematics program. The others were undecided.

TABLE 15

Principals' Input Into Selection of ECRI and
Preference for its Re-use

.

Level of Input'

A great.deal Some None Total

Preference for re-use (N = 12) (N=14) (N = 11) . (N=37)8

Yes 83% .71% 18% 57%

No or undecided 17 29 82 I 43

a One ECRI principal did not Indicate the level of input.

Only 18 percent of.principals who had no input into the selection of ECRI w nted to use it again.

Most (83 percent) of those that participated in the decision to adopt ECRI would do so again.
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TEACHERS' REACTIONS TO CURRICULA

At the end of the August, 1981 Gats pre-service training,

teacher participants were surveyed regarding their readiness for assign-

ments and their reactions to the exemplary programs. Several of the

August, 1981 questions were repeated in the spring, 1982 teacher survey.

Teachers' responses (combined for grades four and seven since there were

few differences between the two) to questions about the reading curric-

ula are displayed in Table 16.

Teachers' responses to questions about mathematics curricula,

are displayed in Table 17'; here substantial differences between grades

four and seven were observed and warrant discussion.

Similar data were collected in spring, 1982 from teachers of

bilingual Gates classes but had not been collected at the summer, 1981

training. Results are discussed but cannot be compared to prior ratings.

Teachers' Rating of Readingturricula

Reading teachers who completed the survey -- primarily those

who attended training sessions -- reported increased confidence between

summer, 1981 and spring, 1982. (See Table 16.) At both data collection

points, ECRI and STAR teachers indicated the weakest understanding and

least sense of preparedness of all groups of reading teachers; teachers

of district-optional programs reported the greatest understanding and

strongest sense of preparedness. At the same time, ECRI and STAR teach-

ers, along with L.R.A. teachers, made the greatest gains in confidehce.

These self-reports underscore the difficulties inherent in implementing

new approaches to curricula and the importance of experience and train-
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TABLE 16
Increases in Positive, Responses by Teachers to

,Questions about thi Reading Curricula

% positive responses to curriculum

Question

August, 1981:
Spring, 1982:

ECRI

(N = 147)
(N=98)

STAR

(N 23.3)

(N=203)

HILS

(N = 215)

(N=178)

L.R.A.

(N =.13)

(N=31)

Optional

(N =216)
(N=167)

Total

('N = 824)

(N=677)

Undetstand the program
..

August, 1981 32% 33% 59% , 46% 62% 47%

Spring, 1982 65 89 91 93 90 86

Feel prepared to teach program
August, 1981 20 37 56 54 64 46

Spring, 1982 60 82 89 83 89 82

Agree with program philosophy
August, 1981 43 54 60 61 70 58

Spring, 1982 47 _ 78 70 62 78 70

Agree with program methods
August, 1981 39 54 58 54 69 56

Spring, 1982 45 , 71 68 62 76 67

Program will be (Is) effective
August, 1981 ,

Spring, 1982
49

42

55

62

59

56

61

52

70

70

59

59

NOTE. A response was positive it the teacher checked either "sufficient" or "very much," The other possible responses were "to some extent" and
"not at all." The percentages of positive responses were computed on the basis of the number of people who answered the question (but did not
answer with "not applicable"),

Teachers using all programs reported marked increases (25 percentage points or more) in their
grasp of and readiness to teach the curriculum.

Teachers using STAR and HILS reported increases of 24 and 10 percentage points, respectively, in
agreement with program philosophy. Teachers using other programs indicated morn modest
increases in this a,a.

In terms of agreement with program methods, teachers registered increases ranging from six
percentage points (ECRI) to 17 points (STAR).

Teachers' judgments about the effectiveness of these programs did not change substantially
between the beginning and the end of the year; teachers of ECRI, HILS, and L.R.A. became
slightly less positive.



ing in developing expertise ahd confidence.

Teachers were also asked if, given the choice, they would use

the same reading program agdin in 1982-83. Overall, 63 percent of the

teachers replied affirmatively. STAR teachers were most positive: 74

percent would use this program again. Sixty-four percent of HILS teach-

ers, 58 percent of teachers using district-optional programs, 55,percent

of ECRI teachers, and 45 percent of L.R.A. teachers would use these pro-

grams again. d'

Little difference was found in the responses of ECRI, STAR,

and HI1S teac.hers when grouped by grade level. Substantial differences

on all questions were found for L.R.A. teachers and teachers of district-

optional programs, however. Seventh-grade teachers of L.R.A. and of

optional programs were consistently farless positive than fourth-grade

teachers;. their rate of ,positive responses ranged from 10 to 30 percent

below that of fourth-grade teachers. These two groups of seventh-grade

teachers merit further attention.

Teachers' Ratin f Mathematics Curriculum

Teachers of mathematics were also asked to rate their curricula;

their responses in spring, 1982 were compared to those at the end of

training in August, 1981. (See Table 17.) While mathematics teachers'

confidence grew substantially during the year, the increase was less dra-

matic than that of reading teachers because they began the year with more

confidence.

As with the reading programs, district-optional programs were

rated higljer than either of the two exemplary mathematics curricula, al-
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TABLE 17

Teachers Judgment of the Effectiveness of Mathematics Programs
by Grade Level Taught

Pmgmm

D.P.A.

R.M.

Optional

Ourth grade Seventh grade

% positive response N % positive resprinse

158 52% 51 29%

4,
91 80 55 43

80 81 28 64

NOTE Thirty-five teachers did not answer the queastion or did not indicate grade level. A response was-positive if the teacher checked either "suffi-

cient' or "very much." The other possible resphses were "to some extent" or "not at all."

Only 29 percent of seventh-grade D.P.A. teachers and 43 percent of seventh-grade R.M. teachers

considered these curricula effective.

Only half (52 percent) of fourth-grade D.P.A. teachers thought that the program was effective.

though the differences between Real Math (R.M.) and the district-optional

programs were generally slight. D.P.A. teachers were .least likely to.

understand their program in spring, 1982, least likely to feel prepared

to teach the program, and lea.st likelY to judge it effective. In terms

."

of preparedness, only D.P.A. teachers varied substantially by grade level

taught, with fewer seventh- (46 percent) than fourth-grade. teachers (65

percent) feeling well prepared. Belief in the effectiveness of the D.P.A.

program declined from 67 percent in August, 1981 to 47 percent in spring,

1982, resulting in an overall decrease in teachers' beliefl'in the effec-

tiveness of their mathematics programs from 66 to 61 percent.

Consjstent and extreme differences by grade level were found,

however, fo'r teachers' confidence in the effectiveness of the mathema-

tics programs they were using. Seventh-grade teachers were consistently

l'ess positive than fourth-grade teachers. The problems of these teachers,
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and of fourth-grade D.P.A. teachers, perit particular invest)gation,

Teachers' Rating of the Bilingual Curriculum

Bilingual teachers' ratings of their curricula were lower than

those made hy either reading or mathenatics-teachers:- onlY half (49 per-
-

cent) of the 43 Gates bilingual teachers who responded to the,silrvey in-

dicated they understood the cJrricula and only half C51 percent).fel.t

prepared to teach it. Forty-two percent considered the curriculum ef-
..

fective in helping their students Meet the CAT reading standard. Most,

of the Gates hilingua teachers, however, were supplementing the hiling-

1

ual curricula with an exemplary or optional reading prcgram geared to

,1
meeting this standard.

IMPACT OF PROGRAM ON PARTICIPANTS

Impact of. Program on Students

While the primary goal of theGates program has Neen to in-

crease students' academic achievement, there are additional 'ways to as-

sess its success. Teachers were asked to indicate how much growth they

perceived in their'students in four different areas self-esteem;, so-

cial relations; work hilloits and study skills.; and academic skills. (See

Table 18.) All teachers who answered the questions perceived student

growtp in three areas and the great majority perceived growth in the

fourth as well.

In general, parent respondents thought that the Gates program

had helped their children, although more so for fdurth graders than

seventh graders. (See Table 19).
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TABLE 18

Teachers' Perceptions of Students' Growth

Percent of teachers

Student Substantial Moderate Little or no

growth area growth growth growth No response

Self-esteem

Grade 4 61% 34% 5%

Grade 7 46 38 ,15 1%

Social relations
Grade 4 45 43 12

Grade 7 39 43
.

N- 18

Work habits study skills
Grade 4 49 46 4

Grade 7 32 52 16

Academic skills
Grade 4

Grade 7

45,
28

50

57

5

15

NOTE. The numbers in this table indicate the percentage of teacher;. estimating various levels of growth in iheir students. 391,fourth-grade Ad 389

seventh-grade teachers responded: indicates less than one percent.
4

Fourth-grade teachers were more likely than seventh-grade teachers to report substantial growth in

each of the four areas.

The majority of fourth- and seventh-grade teachers reported growth in their students' selfesteem.

Impact of Program on Facilitators

Twenty-fi\ce of the 32 facilitators said they would ask for this

assignment again in, 1982-83; five facilitators were undecided; only two

would not ask for this assignment again. Even those facilitators who

felt overburdened by their responsibilities agreed that this had been

an opportunity 1 professional growth. Only one (who handled more than

50 classes on a half-time basis) spoke sorely tif excessive pressure.

The other facilitators spoke of intreased knowledge of curricula, en-

hanced superviso'ry skills, and greater knowledge and appreciation of .

the total school system.
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TABLE 19
Parents' Reactions to the Promotional Gates Program

Is the Promotional Gates Program helping your child?

Total

, surveys Not at A Very
' _Grade returned all little much No response

Four 1429 8% 22% 64% 6%
Seven 823 9 33 54 4
Total 2,352 8% 26% 4k, 61% 5%
,.

Does your child like to go to school more this year than last year?

Total

surveys
Grade retilrne6

Four 1,529
Seven 823

Total 2%352

Less Same

5% 34%
. 14 37

8% 35%

More No response

59% 2%
47 2

55% 2%

Does your child feel that he orshe is learning m6re this year than last year?

Total

surveys
Grade returned

Four 1,529
Seven 823

Total 2,352

Less Same More No response
3% 15% 80% 2%

'10 20 68 2

6% . 17% 75% 2%

The majority (61 percent) of responding parents thought the program was helping their children
"very much"; only eight percent said it was "not at all" helpful.

More than half (55 percent) of responding parents said their children liked 16 go to schoa--more
this year than last.

Three-quarters of the parents said that their children felt they were learning more this year than
last.
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Impact of PrOgram on Teachers

Seventy-two percet of Gates teachers said they would choose

a Gates assignment again in 1982-83, 16 perent were undecided, and 12

1

percent would not. Seventh-grade teachers were slightly less inclined
'

-,to teach a Gates clas'S again than were fourth-grade teachers. Eighty-

v(
seven percent of the teachers said that their experience in the program

had had an impact on them professionally. Most comments were positive:

teachers mentioned that.they had become acquainted with new teaching

methods, had 'Learned to respond to students' differences.and to address

individual needs, and generally had become more creative and resource-

ful, better organized, and more conscientious in their work.

PARTICIPANTS' RECOMMENDATIONS

Continuation of the Program

All.facilitators, 83 percent of principals, and 87 percent of

teachers agreed that the Gates program should be continued. Junior high

school principals and teachers were slightly less positive than elemen-.

tary school principals and teachers. Of the relatively few participants

who were not clearly positive, more Were undej-ded than negative.

Of those participants who were positive about the program, more :

than half characterized it as an effective program that was meeting sti,17.

dents' needs. Others Stated that standards are necessary, that the

school system is obliged to help students meet these standards, and that

there is value in program continuity. Many of these respondents sup-.
oL

ported continuatioh of the program with modifications'and improVements.

Of those who were undecided or negaftve, most expressed concern for,
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those Gates students who were not making sufficient progress and might

not be promoted at the end of the school year.

Mid-yearrPromotion

Reactions to the mid-year promotion of Gates students were

mixed. More than.half of responding principals and teachers approved

, of mid-year promotion of eligible Cates students, hut more than half of

the'district facilitators did not. Seventh-grade teachers and princi-

pals were more favorable to this policy than were their co1 terparts in

elementary schools.

Those who approved of mid-year promotion felt that it was an

incentive for .1tudents as well as a matter of equity. Those who disap-

proved said that mid-year promotion did not allow students enough time

to consolidate gains before facing a more difficult curriculur) in situ-

ations offering less support, and that it was discouraging to those

other students who were Aot promoted.

Student Services

Facilitators, principals, and teachers'offered a variety of

suggestions for improvement of the Gates program, primarily concerning

expansion of services to students. All three groups recommended an in-

crease in guidance services, in educational and physical screening, and

in clinical reading and mathematics services. All suggested career-

oriented curricula for seventh-grade Gates students, connecting their

learning more closely to life experiences.
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SUMMARY

We have gathered information on numerous facets of program im-

plementation froM district facilitators, principals, teachers, and

parents involved with Gates. Their responses reflect the diversity in-

evitable in a program which operates at so ma y sites, under such vary-

ing conditions. Despite this diversity, we offer a number of sum-

mary statements.

Adherence to Guidelines

During the 1981-82 school ear, the Gates program was put 'into

operation at 543 schools in the five boroughs. The challenges,of imple-

menting a new program of this magnitude were met with a fair amount of

success. Some 24 thousand eligible students were identified, 1,311

teathers and district-level staff were recruited, and Gates classes were

Th
organized. Appropriate curricula were introdOced. Most participants

reported adherence to program guidelines, hut problems surfaced in seve-

ral area's. Many principals reported difficulties in applying student

eligibility criteria, particulorly in relation to new admissions and LEP

students. Class organization presented fewer problems, ?specially for

elernentarj school principals. A shortage of highly expert reading and

mathematics teachers among volunteers hampered teacher recruitment.

Facilitators, principaiK-,---and teachers were dissatisfied with parental

participation. Parents' questionnaire responses indicated that most

knew that their children could attend summer school, hut did not know

that the decision to hold over their children could he appealed.
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Program Support

All facilitators, nd a majority of principals and teachers, re-

ported contact with the Office of Promotional Policy. Rut as the guide-

lines anticipated,,district facilitators were the primary resources for

Gates principals and teachers. Most principals and teachers reported

helpful visits fran facilitators; the facilitators themselves, however,

were often dissatisfied with the time they had avairle for site visits,

and appeared to need more clerical support.

Facilitators and principals a0Ted that additional training for

supervisors should he a priority, and that ongoing teacher training is

a crucial aspect of the program. Many facilitators wanted more training

for themselves as well. While facilitators and principals con§idered

staff development helpful in the progran's first year, teachers (espe-

cially,at the seventh-grade level) were less enthusiastic, and indicated

a need,for continued training. At the same time, nearly two-thirds of

surveyed teachers said that they felt supported by their supervisors.

Teachers stres'sed their need for additional training in speci,fic strate-

gies for individualizing instruction.

Reactions to Exemplary Program

Facilitators' reactions to exemplary programs corresponded to

the number of reading and math programs adopted in their districts:

those responsible for one reading and one math curriculum were most con-

fident about the program's effectiveness and their ability to implement

then; those overseeing four 'or more programs felt less secure.

Principals -- particularly those who had participated in cur-
,
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ricula selection -- were largely positive about the exemplary programs.

Those principals who did not have input,into the adoption of ECRL by

their districts were least positive. Retween the beginning and end of

the school year, teachers- generally expressed increased confidence in

the curricula and their ability to apply them. In hoth reading and math,
4

teachers were most positive ahout district-optional programs. Seventh-

grade teachers gave the curricula lower ratings than fourth-gr4de teach-

erS. Reading teachers were least,positive ahout ECRI. Ratings of bi-

lingual curricula were low among all groups; teachers of bilingual gates

claSses tended to supplement tiie bilingual curricula with exemplary/

optional reading programs used in their district or school.

Impact on Students

Teachers were asked about students' growth in self-esteen,

social relations, work and study habits, and academic skills. The vast

majority of teachers, particularly fourth-grade teachers, reported suh-

stantial growth in all areas. Most parents who returned questionnaires

thought that the program had helped their children. Again, parents of

fourth graaers were more enthusiastic than parents of seventh graders.

Mid-Year Promotion

Teachers expressed mixed reaction to the policy of mid-year

promotion; seventh-grade teachers regarded this policy 6r0 favorably.

Those who approved mid-year promotion considered it a natter of equity,

and stressed the importance of incentive; those who disapproved urged

the reinforcement of skills with a full year of program participation,

or.
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and expressed concern about discouraging those who were not promoted

mid-year.

Overall Reactions of Staff

\-.
Most facilitators and teache'rs said that they would choose to

repeat their_Gates assfpnent the following year. All facilitators, and

the vaSt majority of principals and teachers, agreed that the program

should he co'ntinued, though many suggested improvements. Expansion of

student services emerged as the program's most pressing need.
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-IV. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS

69.5-percent of Gates-eligible students with complete test
records attained promotional criteria in either August, 1981,
January, 1982, or April, 1982.

Ga.tes students were able to attain end-of-year promotional
criteria in gre4er proportions than students in a comparison
group.

As a group, Gates students made significant progress in read-
ing as measured on both the CAT and another test, the Degrees
of Reading Power; their gains on the CAT were not substantially
-different fron those of students in a comparison group.

Students promoted in either August, 1981 or January, 1982 made
higher gains in reading than full-year holdovers. Students
promoted in April, 1982 also made significant gains.

As a group,,students who failed to attain promotional criteria
and became double holdovers had pretest scores well below
those of their Gates classmates, and posttest scores substan-
tially below the promotional criteria.

Fourth graders attendance has renained Stable or has slightly
improved since they entered the program. The attendance of
seventh-grade Gates-students was problematic; the attendance
rate for these students was lower in 1981-82 than in 1980-81.

EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Criteria Attainment

The promotional policy whi.ch 'underlies the Gates program set a

concrete goal for participating students: promotion to the fifth or

eighth grade at the earliest possible date by scoring at or above the

criterion for their grade on a standardized reading tes.t. Attainment

dAta constitute the most critical,information in this evaluation, for

they answer the questions:
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- - what proportion of Gates students was successful in
meeting the promotional standard?

- - at what point in the school year were these students

successful?

,-- how did their success compare with that of a compari-

son (non-Gates) group?

We have asked these questions about the'entire Gates population -- some

24 thousand students in 543 schools. We also analyzed criteria attain-

ment by sub-groups of the population with special characteristics or

needs:

- - limited English proficient (LEP) students: those

whose native language is not English, and who
scored below the twenty-first percentile on the
English version of the Language Assessment Battery;

- - resource room students: mainstreamed special educa-

tion students who have been assigned to resource
rooms for remedial work, and are subject to promotional

policy;

- - potential holdovers: those who were in the fourth or
seventh grade for,the first time (and technically are
not Gates-eligible) but who were considered by school

staff to he at risk of retention in 1982-83.

Student Achievement

The Promotional Gates Program focused on reading achievement:

Gates students received instruction in both reading and mathematics, hut

reading scores alone determined whether a student would be held over and

placed in a Gates class or promoted to the fifth or eighth grade. Our

review of student achievement therefore stressed reading, but looked at

fierformance in mathematics as well.

To assess student achievement, we analyzed the scores of Gates
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students on standardized tests.* Looking. at the per.formance of the

whole group of Gates-eligible students, we asked:

-- what were their gains in reading achievement?

- - how did these gains compare to those of a comparison
(non-Gates) group?

- - were gains in reading achievement confirmed when a
representative sample was given a reading test other
than that used for program selection?

-- what were students' gains in mathematics achievement?

We also wanted to know about the reading achievement of differ-

ent segments of the total Gates population. We examined the scores of

the sub-groups listed ahove, and reported the achievement of the small

number of holdovers who were not assigned to Gates classes. In addition,

we analyzed the gains of the various promotional categories of Gates-

eligible students:

- - students promoted in August, 1981;

-- students promoted in January, 1982;

- - full-year hold.overs promoted in June, 1982;

- - double holdovers (those who did not meet the
criteria on the April, 1982 CAT).

We examined reading scores from two more viewpoints. In order

to assess gains of full-year Gates participants more closely, we looked

at reading scores across the several reading programs. We also examined

Nding achievement by district.

*See Appendix F: Testing Schedule.
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Attendance

Attendance data were collected on Gates fourth and seventh r-

graders. We ham compared these attendance rates with those of their

grade peers ,(non-(ates fourth and seventh graders in the same schools)

and with their age peers (fifth and eighth graders). In addition, the

Office of Educational Evaluation conducted a survey of selected schools

to find out whether Gates students' attendance differed significintly be-

tween 1980-81 (the school year prior to program participation) and 1981-

92.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA BASE

The Analytic Group

The data that support this evaluation inclU'de information on

first-year Gates-eligible students. TheeOffice of Educational Evaluation

aggregated the test records of 24,239 stude6ts who initially scored be:lOw

the promotional criteria in April, 1981 (or on a makeup test in August or

September, 1981), and who were not exemptc,d from the promotional-policy;

holdovers represent 21.6 percent (-)-f all fourth and spventh graders tested.

This report evaluates the progress in 1981-82 of this original group of

Gates holdovers.

The va'st majority of these students were selected On the basis

of the California Achievement Test (CAT); only 123 students of limited

English proficiency (LEP students) were held over based on performance

on the Criterion Referenced English Syntax Test (CREST).

The proportions of fourth and seventh graders, among those

originally held over, were 44 and 56 percent respectively.
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The promotional poliey allowed Gates holdovers to exit the pro-

gram in August, 1981 or January, 1982 if they met the promotional standard.

(A small number of students who attained the-criteria in August or January

were nevertheless held over at the discretion of parents Or school staff.)

This report presents data on students in,yarious promotional categories:

those 4,672 who attained the criteria in August-, 1981; those 1,722 Who at-
/

tained.t.he criteria in January, 1982; those 12,209 students who remained

el.igible for the Gates prograM after theJanuary', 1982 CAT administration.

In this report', we refer to the last group as full,-year holdovers.

Missing Data

Sone data will inevitably be incomplete in the evaluation of'

-(:.

any progral -- particularly one of this magnitude. Some students with

pretest sco es will lack .posttest scores for various reasons. Of the

total samale of Gates-eligible students, 18;653 had both pre- and post-

test scores available for: analysis.

We can account for many of the 5,586 students lacking posttest

_ scores. A total of 720 were absent or excused from the April, 1982 test.

To locate the remaining 4,866 students, a search of the school'system's

Riofile was conducted. This process revealed that 1,051 students had

been discharged from the school system between pre- 'and 'posttesting.

An additional 319 had heen assigned to self-contained speOial education

classes; 652 were found in regular (neither Gates nor specia-1 education) .

classes.

The remaining 2,844 5tudents,were not found on the Riofile:. We

can only conclude that inaccuracies ih student identification information .
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on the pretg.st answer documents made it imposSible to match their test

records. These missing data represent 11.7 percent of our original tar-
.

r

get group.

The pretest scores of students with incomplete test records

did not differ significantly from those Of students wit,h. both'pre- ana

posttest scores in both grades. The.differences were not large enough

to have altered the results of.our analyses.

We analyed criteria attainment dagta for 18,653 students.

Exclusion of Students from Analyses

Of the 19,653 Gates-eligible students with pre- and posttest

scores, 2,480 were excluded from our analyses of reading achievement.

(See Tahle 20.) Full-year holdovers who had not taken part, in the Gates.

program for any reason (for example, those who had heen transferred to

self-contained special education classes) were not included, even though

they had complete test records. Students who had taken makeup tests in

September, 1981 were excluded betause hotb the time and the conditions'

of -test administration varied, and because we have reCeived only the:i.r.

grade-equivalent scores, whichIshould'not he used for,. computation.

Scores for students, who took makeup posttests (after April, 1982) wer,e;

suhmitted too late for consideration in our analyses.

A total of 16,173 students wit.t1 .compTete test records were in-

cluded in our analyses of reading achievement hy the entire Gates popula-

tion.
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TABLE 20

Exclusion of Students from Analyses of CAT Scores

Students originally held over'
-Students lacking posttest scores

Total Grade 4 Grade 7

24,239
5 586

10.621

2.187

13,618

3,399

Students with pre- and posttest scores 18,653 8,434 10,219

Students excluded from analyses:
Special education 512 340 172

Se,pternber-pretest score 719 34.5 374

No indication of program participation 213 90_ 123

Late posttest 386 144 242

August or January promotions with no April 1982 score 650 . 278- 372

Total excluded
Total analyzed

2,480ew 1.197

16.173 7.237

1.283.
8:936

' Students scorina De0,`,' crItend rn eitner Aprh August dr September 1981 excludIng students granted exemptions

ATTAINMENT OF PROMOTIONAL CRITERIA: AN OVERVIEW

Attainment of, Promotional Cri a on the CAT

Of the 18,653 Gates:eligible students with complete test records,

1 2,970 (69.5 percent) met the promotional crit,erion for their grade level

on one of the three ,dates that the California Achievement Test (CAT) was

administered: August, 1981, January, 1982, or April, 1982. A greater

proportion of fourth graders (77:0 percent) met the criterion than

seventh graders (63.4 percent). A total of 5,681 students (30.5 perent)

were unable to attain the criteria and became double holdOvers* at the

*We are using the tem double noldovers to refer to students who, on the
basis of April , 1982 CAT results, became eligible for continued partici-
pation in the Gates program at the end of the 1981-82 school year. The
number of students actually held over for the second time was srialler,'
since some were subsequently granted exemptions, And others tested out

-of the program in August, 1982.
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end of the 1981-82 school year. Table 21 presents these broad find-

ings; Fiigure 2 illustrates them.

TABLE 21

Criteria Attainment on the,CAT
by Gates-Eligible Stddents through June, 1982

Total Grade 4 Grade 7

Students originally held over' 24,239 10,621 13,618

Students lacking posttest scores 5,586 ,. 2.187 3,399

Students with pre- and posttest scores 18,653 8,434 10,219

Students meeting criteriaAugust, 1981 4,672 2,124 2,548

StUdents meeting criteriaJanuary, 1982 1,772 488 1,284

Students meeting criteriaApril, 1982 6,526 3,884 2,642

Total meeting criteria-1981-82 12,970 6,496 6,474

(69.5%) (77:0%) (63.4%)
Double holdoversJune, 1982 5,683 1,938 3,745

a Students sconng below criteria in either April. August. or Septmeber. excluding students granted exemptions.

About 70 percent of program students met the promotional criteria; about 30 percent became
double holdovers.

A larger proportion of fourth-grade than seventh-grade eligible students met ttie promotional
criterion at all testing points except January, 1982.

5.8 percent of Gates fourth graders and 12.6 percent of Gates seventh graders (with complete test
records) were promoted mid-year.

Most of. the 4,672 students who met the promWohal criteria in

August, 1981 had taken part in the six-week summer remedial program, hut

they did not participate in the full-year Gates program. The remaining



FIGURE 2

Attainment of Promotional Criteria.

TO AL : 18,653 GATES,HOLDOVERS*

PROMOTED JAN. 1982

9.5%

DOUBLE
HOLDOVERS

30.5%

TOTAL : 8,434 GATES-ELIGIBLE
FOURTH GRADERS

PROMOTED
AUG. 1981

25.1%

DOUBLE
HOLDOVERS

23.0%

PROMOTED JAN. 1982

5.8%

PROMOTED
APR. 1982

46.1%

cc

TOTAL : 10,219 GATES-ELIGIBLE
SEVENTH GRADERS

PROMOTED JAN. 1982
12.6%r

PROMOTED
AUG. 1981

24.9%

DOUBLE
HOLDOVERS

36.6% .

/ 'PROMOTED
/ APR.1982

ALL TOTALS INDICATE GATES-ELIGIBLE STUDENTS WITH PRE AND POSTTEST SCORES ON THE CAT.
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13,981 were Gates-eligible students during the school year.* Their per-

formance, isolated from that of the total population, represents the im-

pact of the full-year program. Of this population, 59.4 percent met the

promotional criteria in either 4nuary or April, 1982.

Attainment of Promotional Criteria by a Comparison Group

To.provide a frame of reference for interpreting the.data on

cniteria attainment presented in the previous section, the Office of

Educational Evaluation has analyzed the achievement of students in a

comparison group. Despite technical problems inherent in this type of

study, a comparison of their achievement with that of the Gates popula-

tion allows a clearer picture of the educational significance of'Gates

students' achievement.**

The comparison group is historical: it consists of students

who were fourth or seventh graders during the 79-80 school year, and .

who scored helbw the present promotional criteria on the April, 1980

CAT. In other words, these are theestudents who Would have been Gates

holdovers had the program been initiated a year earlier.

The comparion group includes 6,914 students who were in the ,

16.
fourth grade in April, 1980, and 10,214 who were in the seventh grade

at that tjme,' Only students for whom we have both a1980 CAT score be-

flow the prombtional criteria and'an April, 1981 score are included in

*Of these students, 284 were not assigned to Gates classes, since the

small number of eligible students in their schools did not permit organi-

zation of Gates classes.

**These complexities are discussed in Appendix E.
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the comparison group.

In the absence of' promotional gates, 77 percent of the compari-

son groull had been promoted to the fifth or eighth grade for the J980-81

school year. The remaining 23 percent were retained in the fourth or

seventh grade.at the discretion of principals or teachers.

The Comparison group differs from the group of Gates students

in two ways which obviate a simple comparison of criterion attainment.
r'

' First, tomparison-group students were not tested in August or January of

the 1979-80 school year. Secondly, the majority (77 percent) of the stu-

dents.in the comparison group were given CAT test levels geared to the

fifth or eighth grade in April, 1981, while only 34 percent of Gates

students were tested on those CAT levels in April, 1982.

To compare levels of criteria attainment by the two groups, we

must distinguish between those stu.dents in both grouPs who were promoted

A

before the end of the school year, and those who were retained for the

ful) year. For students in both groups who ended the school year in the

fifth or eighth grades, we have analyzed attainment of the promotional

criteria set for those grades.

At,hoth grade levels, Gates students were able to attain tfe

promotional criterion in greater proportions than comparison-group,stu-,

dents. (See Table 22.) In tbe fifth and eighth grades, differences may

be noted hetween comparison-group students, who had been placed in those

grades despite low CAT scores (below current promotional criteria), and

Gates students who had attained promotional criteria and were promoted

to the fifth or eighth grade in either August, 1981 or January, 1982:
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TABLE 22
Criteria Attainment by Gates and

Comparison-Group Students

Grade Group N Test date

Promotional

criteria

Met Promotional
criterion

Did not meet
promotional criterion

N %

Four

Five

Seven

Eight

Gates

Comparison

Gates

Comparison

Gates

Comparison

Gates

Comparison

5,118
1,502

2078,

5.412

5.922
1,494

3,282
8.720

April. 1982'
April, 1981

April, 1982
April. 1981

Aphl. 1982
April. 1981

April. 1982
April. 1981

3

4 7

6.2

7.2

3,706
1,050

1,086
1,571

2,583
549

1499
3.458\

72.4%
69.9

52.3
29.0

43.6
36.7

57.9
39.7

1.412
452

992
3.841

3.339
945

1.383
5,262

27.6%
30.1

47.7
71.0

56.4
63.3

42.1

60.3
.,i

-Total Gates

Comparison

16,400
17,128

April. 1982
April, .1981

9,274
6.628

\ 56.5
8.7%

7.126
10,500

43.5
61.3%

NOTE The analySis of Gates students includes those with April or August. 1981 pretest scores andApril. 1982 postt t scores It excludes those with'
September 1981 pretests or those with makeups on the April. 1982 posttest

At every grade level, a larger proportion of Gates students than comparison-group tudents attained

the promotional criterion for their grade.

The differences were most striking at the fifth- and eighth-grade levels; Gates-eligible students
promoted in August or Jandary were Much more likely to meet fifth- and eighth-grade promotional
criteria.

Full-year Gates holdovers were somewhat more likely to meet the fourth- or seventh-grade promo-
tional criteria than were comparison-group holdovers.

oio

thi s comparison sub-group had 1 i ttl e success i n meeting promotional cri-

teria for its grade level after a- year in the fi fth or eighth grade.;

Gates-el igible students who were promoted in August, 1981 or January,

1982 were much more suCcesful in the fi fth and eighth grades.

Gates students who were.. retained for the ful l year were al so

more successful than qudents in the comp4ri son group who had been re-

tained for the ful I year, although the di fference was sl ight iry the
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fourth grade.

.Overall, 56.5 percenNf the Gates students were able to meet

promotional criteria at the end of the school year, as opposed to 3-8.7

percent of students in the comparison group..

ATTAINMENT OF PROMOTIONAL CRITERIA BY SUB-GROUPS OF THE GATES POPULATION

LEP Students Tested on the CREST

In addition to those student's held over on the basis of CAT

scores, 123 were held over on the basis of CREST scores. Of these stu-

dents, 78.8 percnt met the promotional criterion for their grade on the

CREST in Januar'y or April, 1982. (See Table 23.) daution must be exer-L
4

cised in comparing this finding to the percentage of students meeting

criteria on the CAT. Since cut-off points for these groups were estab,

lished on tests which differ markedly ln design and content, the out-

comes are not comparable.

LEP Students Tested on the CAT

LEP students who had been in English-language schools for more

than two, but fewer than four years were subject to promotional critteria

on the CAT. Table 24 presents data on 817 students who fell into this

category and had complete test records. Less than half of them met, the

promotional criteria in 1981-82; as a group, LEP students weie,lesS like-

ly than their English-proficient peers to gain promotion.

Resource Room Students

Mainstreamed special education students assigned to resource

rooms (as opposed to those in self-contained special education classes)
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TABLE 23
Criteria Attainment by Gates-Eligible

LEP Students on the April, 1982 CREST

CREST-eligible Met promotional
Grade students criteria

Did not meet
promotional criteria Untesied

% 04

Four

Seven

Total

95

23

66

19

69.4%
82.6

72.0%

24 25.3%
8.7

22.0%

5

2

5.3%
8.7

6.0%118' 85 26 7

Source Office of Testing memorandum.

70 percent of CREST-eligible fourth graders met the promotional criterion.

83 percent o REST-eligible seventh graders met the *motional criterion.

TABLE 24
Criteria Attainment by Gates-Eligible LEP Students

on CAT in 1981-82

Grade

CAT-eligible - Met promotional
LEP students criteria

Did not meet promotional
criteria or untested a

Four 422 234 . 55.5% 188 44.5%
Seven 395 148 37.5 247 62.5

Total 817 382 46.8% 435 53.2%

a Three of these students were not tested in April, 1982

Less than half of all LEP students selected on the basis of the CAT met the promotional criteria in
1981-82.

Fourth graders in this group were more likely than seventh graders to attain the criterion for their
grade.

These LEP students were less likely to meet the criterion than English-proficient Gates students.
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were subject to the promotional policy. Those who hecame Gates-eligible

on the basis of their CAT scores took part in the Gates program, but con-

tinued to receive resource room services as well. Table 25 indicates

that these students were as likely as other Gates ctudents to meet promo-

tional criteria by the end of the school year; more than two-thirds of

resource room students met the criteria.

Potential Holdover Students

In schools with under-enrolled Gates classes, potential hold-

over students were assigned to Gates classrooms. These student's were in

the fourth or seventh grade for the first time, hut were thought by

school staff to be at risk of being held over in April, 1982. These

students aPe not numbered among the Gates-eligible population whose

achievement is analyzed in this evaluation; howev.er, since they received

program services, we-are reporting their success-in attaining the promo-

tional criteria at the end of tne 1981-82 school year., (See Tahle 26.)

We can do no more than report thes7 results; since this group was not

systematically selected and is not representative of any population city-

)wide, comparison with other findings would not be meaningful r

READING ACHIEVEMENT: AN OVERVIEW

Overall Achievement on the CAT

The CAT results of 164173 Gates-eligible students with complete

test records were analyzed to determine gains in reading achievement.

Table-27 presents findings for students with April, 1981 pre'test scores;

outcomes for students with only August, 1981 pretest scores are included
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TABLE.25

Criteria Attainment by Gates-Eligible Resource Room Students
on the CAT in 1981-82

Grade

Gates-eligible
resource room Met promotional

students criteria

Did not meet promotional
criteiia or untested a

Four 880 651 74.0%. 229 26.00/0

Seven 498 284 57.0 214 43.0

Total 1.378 935 67.9% 443 32.1%.

a Four of these students were not tested in April, 1982

Gates students assigned to rescurce rooms were as likely as other Gates-eligible students to attain

the criterion for their grade.

Fourth graders in this group were i -ore likely than seventh graders to attain the criterion for their

grade.

TABLE 26

Criteria Attainment by Potentiar6Idover Students
on the April, 1982 CAT

Grade

Potential Met promotional Did not meet promotional

tibldover critdria in April, 1982 criteria in April, 1982

Four 834 492 59.0% 342 41.0%

Seven -, 341 140 41.1 201 , 58.9

Total 1,175 632 53,8% 543 46.2%

Potential holdover students were less likely to meet the promotional criteria at either grade level

than were Gates-eligible holdovers (see Table 21).

A larger percentage of fourth-grade potential holdovers (59 percent) met The promotional criterion

than did seventh-grade potential holdovers (41 percent).
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TABLE 27
Reading Achievement by Gates-Eligible Students

April, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Observed Adjusted
mean scale mean scale Grade Scale Grade Scale

Grade N a score (S.D.) score b equivalent score (S.D.) equivalent score

Four 6,767 373.3 (22.0) 385.5 3.4 422.8 (32.7) 4.1 37 3

Seven 8,432 450.6 (29.8) 463.6 5.4 492.2 (40 1) 6. 28.6

a
This analysis considers students with matched April, 1981 and April, 1982 CAT scores

b
An adjustment was made to account tor regression to the mean See Appendix D

in Appendix R. The gains of Gates students by district are presented in

Tables R-5 and R-6.

For each grade, mean pretest and posttest performance is ex-

pressed in scale score units so that gains by students taking different

levels of the CAT may he meaningfully compared. The scale score is the

only metric which allows us to compare the pre- and posttest scores of

a student who was tested in the fourth or seventh grade in 1981 and in

the fifth or eighth grade in 1982. Grade equivalent scores are pre-

sented to indicate the'standing of the group in relation to the promo-

tional criteria. Pretest means have been adjusted to account for regres-

sion to the mean, a statistical artifact which results from using the

same test for pupil selection and program evaluation.*

Analysis of overall achievement, on the CAT indicates th'at Gates-

*Only April, 1981 to April, 1982 scores can be adjusted for the regres-
sion effect. See Appendix D for regression adjustment procedure.
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eligible students did.make progress in reading during the 1981-82 school

year, and that these gains were statistically significant.

Gains in Reading Achievement by a Comparison Group

Reading achievement of Gates stu,lents is juxtaposed with that

of our comparison group in Table 28. An analySis of covariance* is pre-

sented. This analysis rllows to compare the posttest level of the

two groups after adjusting for the differences in the pretest levels of

TABLE 28

Reading Achievement by Gates and,Comparison-Group Students

, Observed Adjusted

Pretest Nattest mean posttest mean posttest Grade

Grade Group date date N scale score (S.D.) scale score a equivalent

Four/tive Gates April, 1981 April, 1982 6,924 b 422.7 (33.0) 423.3 4.1

Comparison April. 1980 April, 1981 6,914 420.6 (33.1) 420.0 4.1

Seven/eight: Gates April, 1981 April, 1982 8,659 b 491.8 (40.3) 491.5 6.4

Comparison ,April, 1980 April, 1981 10,214 494.6 (39.8) 494.2 6.5

a Within-grade analyses of covariance were performed lo adjust postte,, scores; these scores were adjusted to account for some of the differences in

pretest, levels
b These \jI's are larger than those in Table 7 because the analysis was performed later, on an updated data file.

Tjtere were slight differences between the gains in reading achievement of comparison group and

Gates students.

Fourth-grade Gates students scored slightly, but significantly, higher than fourth graders in the
comparison group.
Seventh-grade Gates students scored slightly, but significantly, lower than seventh graders in the
comparison group.

*An analysis of covariance is a statistical procedure which indicates

whether differences between the gains made by two or more groups are

real. This procedure adjusts for differences in the pretest leyel of

the groups being compared.
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the two groups. In the fourth grade, Gates students scored higher than

students in the comparison group. The difference between the two.groups

was slight but significant. In,the seventh grade, comparison-group stu-

dents scored slightly higher than Gates students. Again, the difference

was statistically significant.

Gates Students' Performance on the D.R.P.

In April, 1981, the Division of Curriculum and Instruction

selected Ahree districts (8, 16, and 24) to participate in a pilot siudy

of the Degrees of Reading Power (D.R.P.) test. The test was a'dministereds

on a pre/post basis (April, 1981 and April, 1982) to students in these

districts -- including 845 Gates-eligible students who also took the CAT

pretest and posttest in the same months. The n.R.P. is a new test for

which no historical data for New York City are available. It is used

to identify the level of reading materials which students-can success-

fully absorb, and in this way differs from the CAT. Despite these dif-

ferences, the coincidence of testing dates afforded us an opportunity to

compare the performance of some Gates-eligible students on two reading

tests, and in this way to ampl.ify findings on the CAT.

Table 29 presents the .gains of Gates-eligible students in Dis-

tricts 8, 16, and 24 on the CAT; Table 30 displays gains by the same stu-

dents as measured on the D.R.P.* Overall, a .consideration of these find-

*Results were not available in D.R.P. scale score units, the most appro-
priate metric for this analysis. To compensate for this we conducted
analyses 6n both the D.R.P. "instructional" and "raw" score gains of
these students. Raw score gains, elaborated in Appendix 8, were con-
sistent with the instructional score gains displayed in Table 30.
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TABLE 29
CAT. Scale Score Gains by

.Gates Students,In Districts 8, 16, anci 24 ..

April, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Grade N

Mean scale
Hare (S.D.)

Mean scale
SCOre (S.D.)

Mean scale
Hare (t i)

Four

Seven

320

525

375-7-

451 3

(20 0)

129-3)

425 p

490 3

(32 4)

(38 6)

49 j
39 0

(25.4)

123 1)

TABLE 30
D.R.P. Instructional Score Gains by Gates Students

in Districts 8, 16, and 24

April, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Mean
instructional

Mean
instructional

Mean
instruction&

Grade N stgre (5.0.) SCOre (S.D.) score (t 3)

Four 320 28.2 (7.7) 38.1 (8.7) 9.9 (19.7)

Seven 525 44.5 (7.4) 51.2 (7.6) 6.7 (21.4)

NOTE The analyses presented in Tables 29 and 30 include only.students,with Aprit. 1981, 1982 CAT and 0 R P. scores -They do not include special

education students or those with only an instructional or raw 1981 D.R P. score. On Table 29, observed mean scale scores, which for sub-groups

cannot be adlusted for the regression effect, Overestimate actual gains. For both analyses, p < .001 .

a This t value was computed from a correlated t-test of ihe significance of the pretest to posttest gain. The difference was statistically significant

tp < .001).

CAT scores indicate that the D.R.P. sample is representative of the total population of Gates-eligible

students; when pre- and posttest sccres (observed mean scale scores) are compared at both. grade

levels, the difference between the D.R.P.'sample and the total population is no more than 2.5 scale

score unit: on any measure. (See Table 27.)

The 845 Gates-eligible students who took both the CAT and the D.R.P. on a pre/posttest basis
demonstrated gains in reading achievement on both tests.

Outcomes on the D.R.P. are generally consistent with those on the CAT for this group.



,

ings confirms our analysis of the CAT data: by the end of the 1981-82

school year, Gates-eligible students were able to read more sophisticated

materials than they had,been able to absorb a year earlier.

The,instructional score on the O.R.P. indicates the "readabil-

ity" .index of reading materials which can be useck.for instruction; it

estimates the type of material which ; student will be able to'under-

stand sufficiently well ,to learn from it. The mean posttest score of

Gates fourth graders indicated their ability'by the end 'of the school

year to learn from passages similar to-the following, which has a "read-

ability" index,of 38:

A bird's wings are well-shaped for flight. The
wing is curved. It cuts the air. This helps lift the
bird. The feathers are light. Rut they are strong.
They help make bi,-ds the best fliers. A bird can move
them in many directions. Rirds move their wings for-
ward and down. Then they giove then up and back. This
is how they fly. ,The tail feathers serve as a hrake.
They also aid in steering.*

The mean posttest score of the D.R.P. sample indicates that by ,

year's end, Gates sevens,h graders could learn '\from materials similar to'

-this passage, which has a "readability" index of 51:

MoSt creatures take great care to protect their
eggs. The walking stick does not. It just drops its
eggs, scattering them loosely on the ground. Dozens
and dozens drop at a time. As the eggs fall onto dry
leaves, they sound like raindrops falling. Many of
the eggs do not hatch. Rut enough do.so that the
walking sticks will riot die out. They have existed
on earth since before the era'of the dinosaurs.

*This and subsequent sample passages are from Degrees of Reading Power
Readability Report (1980-81 Academic Year), "Table 3: The Readability /

of Prose Samples in DRP Units and Spache or Dale-Chall Grade Levels: A,
Conversion Table."
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Comparing passages associated with posttest scores of different

4
- promotional groups is another way that we can suggest; in concrete terms,

the differences between Gates students who did or did not meet promotion-

al standards. For example, Gates seventh graders who ook the O.R.P. and

who net the criterion on the April, 1982 CAT registered an average in-

structional score associated with materials similar to the following pas-

sage. Rated at 55 for "readability," it confronts students with longer

sentences and with more unfamiliar words, such as "migrants," "parched,"

"drought," and "aptly," as well as new usages of familiar words, such

as "some."

-'Between 1935 and 1939, some 350,000 migrants crossed
the bocder from Arizona to California. These migrants

came mainly from Oklahoma and Arkansas. For thts reason

they were called Okies and Arkies. They came from areas

badly parched by drought. lack of rainf combined with

strong wind-4* had meant the loss of countless tons of top-

soil. The agea wps aptly called the "Oust Rowl."

READING ACHIEVEMENT BY'PROMOTIONAL CATEGORY

Table 31 displays full-year gains in reading achievement

(April, 1981 to.April, 1982) for Gates-eligible students who partici-

pated in_the Gates program for different lengths of time: students pro-

moted in August,.1981; students promoted in January, 1982; and full-year

holdovers.

Students:Promoted in August, 1981

The promotional policy allowed students who scored below the

criterion on the April, 1981 CAT to take the test again four months

later, Most of these students attended a six-week summer remedial pro-



gram; the program was not mandatory, and students could be re-tested

without attending. A total of 4,672 students -- 19.3.percent of all

Gates-eligible students -- attained the ProMotional criteria on the

August, 1981 CAT.

Table 31 diSplays full-year g&ins (April, 1981 to April, 1982)

of those students who were promoted to the fifth and eighth grade in

September, 1981 after attaining the promotional criteria on the August,

1981 CAT.* These students were placed in regular fifth- and eighth-

grade classes for the 1931-82 school year. Scale score gains at hoth

grade levels Were statistically significant. This group.of students

had pretest scores which were slightly higher than those of students

promoted in January, 1982 and notably.higher than those of full-year

holdovers. The gains of the August, 1981 .promoiees were substantially

higher than those of full-year holdovers.

Students Promofed in January, 1982

Promotional criteria were set at higher levels on the January,

1982 test (4.5 grade equivalent for fourth graders and 7.1 for seventh

graders) to ensure that students promoted mid-year would he able to per- 1

form successfully in the ftfth and eighth grades, and would he likely to

attain the criteria for promotion to the sixth and ninth grades in April,

1982.

*A small xumber of students who met.the promotional criteria in August,
1981 were, at the discretion of parents, principals, and teachers, held
over and assigned to Gates classes for,the 19812-82 school year. For
the purpose of this an,alysis, those siudents are grouped 'with full-year
holdovers.
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This group of students pareticipated in Gates classes for the

first five months of the school year and,were placed in regutai' fifth-

and eighth-grade classes for the remaining five'months. Scale score

gains of those 1,208 studerts promoted mid-year were statistically sig-

nificant, and -- as might be expected of a group that met more stringent

standards --\surpassed.those of students in other promotional categories.

Full-Year Holdovers

Table 31 also presents gains in reading achievement by full-

\

year holdovers. This group includes those students who had not met pro-

motional criteria in either August,,1981 or January, 1982 and those stu-

dents who did meet the criteria but who were held over at the discretion

of parenfs, teachers, and_principals. Scale score gains of these stu-

dents were statistically significant hut were substantially lower than

those of students in other promotional categories. It should be noted

that the pretest level of this group Was sigrificantly lower than that

of the other promotional groups.

Table 32 displays the full-year gains of tho-se students who

had not attained eronotional criteria in either August, 1981 or January,

1982, and were therefore igible for the Gates program for the entire

school year. The gains of fu 1-year holdovers who attained the criteria

at the end of the school year a compared with those'of students who

did not, and who became double ho dovers in June, 1982. Students who'

attained the promottonal criteria April, 1982 made gains- that were
--

both significant and comparable to those of students_promoted earlier

in the year. Students who became double holdovers riade s bstantially
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TABLE 31
Reading Achievement by Gates-Eligible Students,

by Promotional Category

Grade

April, 1982 April, 1982 Difference

Mean scale
score (S.D.)

Grade

equivalent
Mean scale

score (S.D.)
Grade

equivalent
Scale

score (t)

Students promoted in August, 1981

3..3

5.4

3.2

5.3

2.9

4.7

442.9
517.8

443.7

518.2'

414.0

477.2

(27.2)
(31,7)

(2,8.0)

(32.2)

(31.0)

(36.6)

4.7
7.4

4.7

7.4

4.0

5.9

61.7
54.9

64.2

57.7

44.1

33.3

(89.2)
(72.2)

(29.8)

(47.6)

(87.1)

(58.7)

Five 1,811 381.2
Eight 2,199 462.9

Students promoted in January, 1982

(17.3)
(21.8)

Four-
237

Five

Seven-
910

Eight

Full-Oar holdovers

379.5

460.5

369.9

443.9

(19.0)

(22.4)

(22.9)

(31.6)

Four

Seven

4.725

5,325

NOTE This analysis considers students with matched April.. 1981 and April, 1982 CAT scores. Observed mean scale scores, which for sub-groups can:
not be adjusted for the regression effect, overestimate actual gams. For each nf these analyses, p < .001.

Fourth-grade Gates students promoted mid-year made the greatest gains in reading achievement of
any promotional category; fourth-grade Gates-eligible students promoted in lust made the second
highest gains.

Seventh-graders promoted mid-year made greater strides than other Gates-eligible seventh.graders.

Full-year holdovers, who started out with substantially lower pretest scores than the other promo-
tional groups, made more modest gains. (This group encompassed about two-thirds of Gates-
eligible students.)
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TABLE 32
Reading Achievement by

April, 1982 Promoteei and Double Holdovers

April:1981 April, 1982 Difference

Mean scale Grade Mean scale Grade Scale

Gracie_ N score (S.D.)- equivalent score,. (S.g.) equivalent score (t)

April, 1982 P,romotees

Four 3,147 371.7 (21.7) 3.0 428.1 (19.5) . 4.3 56.4 (116.5)

'Seven 2,138 451.2 (27.5) 4.9 508.4 (17. ) 7.0 57.2 (84.3)'

Double Holdovers

Four 1,383 364.3 (25.0) 2.8 377.5 (29 ) 3.2 13,2 (15.5)

Seven 2,973 437.7 (33.3) 4.6 452.5 (26.9) 5.0 14.8 (21.2)

NOTE. Observed mean scale scores, which for,sub-groups cannot be adjusted tor the regression effect, overestimate actual gains. For these analyses,

p < 001 .

lower gains than other Gates gtudents. 'However, the.observed gains of

double holdovers are particularly unreliable due to their ver3c low pre-

-test level. The pretest, scdres of'these students in many cases repre-

sent a raw score of 17 to 20 correct responses on a multiple-choice test

of 70 answers; since random guessing could produce the same results,

these are chance scores, which may not reliably measure what the student

actually knew. For this reason, we can offer no reliable estimate of

the-gains of double holdovers. The posttest' scords of these students

are not suspect, however, and indicate-that they are stil3 scoring sig-

n'ificantly below the promotional criteria.

Summary: Reading ,Gains by Promotional Category

Students in all promotional, categories made strides in reading

during the school'year. Breaking down gains by promotional category
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dramatizes the fact that the Gates population is stratified. The pro-

gram was.designed to release quickly those students who make rapid pro-

gress; it retains longest those who have demonstrated the most severe

need. 'Students most in need of'services, as indicated hy low preteSt

scores, did indeed stay in the program the'T
; however, these full-

year holdovers also registered the- smallest gains of any group that at-
/

tained the promotional criteria. Figures 3 and 4* illustrate the fact

that full-year holdoverS promoted in April, 1982 had lower pretest

scores than students who attained promotional criteria in A.ugust, 1981

or January, 1982. the sane graphs show that those Gates-eligihle stu-

dents who were ahle to attain .pronotional criteria were also ahle to pro-
a

gress well beyond that minimal level of achievement. Double holdovers

at both grade levels began the year with weaker readfng skills than all

other Gates-eligible students and their April, 1982 posttest scores did

not even reach the April, 1981 pretest levels of the August, 1981 or

January, 1982 promotional groups, and harely matched those of holdovers

promoted at the end of the school year.

The variation in gains among these promotional groups suggests

that one year of program participation could not fully compensate for

the lagging achievement of double holdovers, who were far behind other

holdovers when they entered Gates clasSrooms. We may alo nbserVe that

Gates students promoted in August, 1981 or January, 1982/performed rea-

*The groupings in Figures 3 and 4 differ slightly from those in Table
32. In Figures 3 and 4 students are grouped according to the tine at
which they attained promotional criteria as opposed to when they were
promoted. This results in a shift of fewer than 100 students.
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FIGURE 3

Progress in Reoding by Gates-Eligible Fourth Graders, bY Promotional Category.

a PRETEST MEAN
(APRIL, 16111)

0 POSTTEST MEAN
(APRIL. 11982)

STUDENTS ATTAINING CRITERIA IN AUGUST, 1981 IN 1,8471

STUDER= ATTAINING CRITERIA IN JANUARY, 1962 (N.3981

STUDENTS ATTAINING CRITERIA IN APRIL, 1982 (N - 3,147)

DOUBLE HOLDOVERS IN - 1,383!

SCALE SCORES 360 370 380 390 1400 410 420 430 440 450

GRADE 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.5 ' 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.9
EQUIVALENTS

FOURTH-GRADE
PROMOTIONAL
CRITERION, 3.7

FIGURE 4

Progress in Reading by Gates-Eligible Seventh Graders, by Promotional Category.

PRETEST MBAN
(APRIL, 198)1

POSTTEST MEAN
(APRIL, 19821

STU OENTS ATTAINING CRITERIA IN AUGUST, 1981 (N -2,289)

\..0

STUDENTS ATTAINING CRITERIA IN JANUARY, 1982 IN -1,0541

El
STUDENTS ATTAINING CRITERIA IN APRIL, 1982 IN 2,1381

DOUBLE HOLDOVERS IN 2.9731

0
0

0
0

SCALE SCORES 430 440 450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520

GRADE 4.3 4.6 4.9 5.3 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.7 7.1 7.5

EQUIVALENTS

SEV ENTH-GKADE
PROMOTIONAL

'CRITERION, 8.2
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sonably well on the higher test level of the CAT in April, 1982.

READING ACHIEVEMENT BY UB-GROUPS OF THE GATES POPULATION

Limited English Proficient (LEP) Students

LEP students who were subject to promotional criteria on the

CAT achieved gains that Were slightly lower than those registered by

all Gates students. Gains at both grade levels were statistically sig-

nificant. (Table 33 presents gains at both grade levels, regardless of

promotional category.. See also Figure 5.)

Resource Room Students

Table 34 reports gains in reading achievement by all.Gates-

eligible resource room students (regardless of promotional category).

Their gains were statistically significant, and were comparable to those

achieved by the entire Gates'population. (See Figure 6.)

Gates-Eligible Students Not in Gates Classes

At some sites, the numbers of fourth or seventh graders held

over on the basis of the CAT were top small to warr'ant organization of

tt -

Gates classes. For this reason, 284 Gates-eligible students -- less

than one percent of the total population -- did not receive the full

range of program services. Since thi,s evaluation covers all Gates-elig:

ible students, we are reporting their reading gains a.; measured by CAT

perfarmance. However, these students constitute a very narrow sample,

and their districts or schools are not representative of conditions

citywide. Furthermore, we have no systematic iniurmation on the type

of instruction they received. For these reasons, this sample cannot be



TABLE 33
Reading Achievement by Gates-Eligible LEP Students

April, 1981 April, 1982

Scale

scoreMean scale Grade Mean stale Grade

Grade N score (S.D) equivalent score (S.D.) equivalent difference (t)

Four 317 368.2 (23.0) 2 9 4089 (37.1) 3.9 40.7 (18.9)

Seven 286 440.3 (31.8) 4.6 471.2 (43.6) 5.6 30.9 (11.8)

NOTE. This analysis considers students with matched April. 1981,and April, 1982 CAT scores. Observed mean scale scores. which for sub-groups

cannot be adjusted for the regression effect, overestimate actual gains.. For these analyses, p < .001

SCALE
SCORES

Gates-eligible LEP students at both grade levels began the year with pretest scores below the

average for the total Gates population, but comparable to those of full-year holdovers. (See Tables

27 and 31.)

At both grad^ levels, LEP students registered smaller gains than the total Gates-eligible population,

and smaller gains than all full-year holdovers.

FIGURE 5

Progress in Reading on the CAT by L imited English Proficient (LEP)

Participants vs. Total Gates Population.

ALL GATES FOURTH GRADERS

LEP FOURTH GRADEIIRS

e

I

ALL GATES SEVENTH GRADERS

LEP SEVENTH GRADERS

If I I I

350 380 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 '-'480 470 480
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POSTTEST MEAN'
(APRIL. 11162)

FOURTH-GRADE
CRITERION. 3.7

9 0

490 500 510 520

SEVENTH-GRADE
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TABLE 34
Reading Achievement by Gates-Eligible Resource Room Students

April, 1981 April, 1982

Scale

scoreMean scale Grade Mean scale Grade
Grade N score (S.D.) equivalent 'score (S.D.) equivalent difference (I)

Four 719 373.3 (21,8) 3 0 421.3 (33.7) 4.1 48.0 (35.6)

Seven 408 448.9 (28.9) 4 9 1 490.5 . (39.3) 6.4 41.6 (20.5)

NOTE This analysis considers students with matched AorH '981 and,Apri, 1982 CAT scores Observed mean scale scores which fOr sub-groups
cannot be adjusted for the regression effect overestimate actual gams Por these analyses p < 001

Gates-eligible resource room students began the year with pretest scores similar to those of the
total Gates-eligible population. (See Table 27.)

Observed gains in reading acitievement by resource room students were comparable to those,
registered by the total population of Gates-eligible students.

SCALE
SCORES

FIGURE 6

Progress in Reading by Resource Room F'articipants vs. Total Gates PoPulation.
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thought of as a control group. These students made scale scor-e gains

of 48.5 (fourth grade) and 40.2 (seventh grade),.slightly less than

other Gates students.

READING' ACHIEVEMENT ACROSS INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

Students in Gates classes received reading instruction based .

on one of the four recommended curricula -- NILS, STAR, ECRI, or-L.R,A.

-- or on an optional program selected by the district. (In one disti'ict,

the optional program was implemented in conjunction with L.R.A.) Appen-

dix R, Tables R-5 and R-6, present gains in readingacyev,ement by stu-

dents in each of the 32.community school.districts.

Table 35 compares gains by stlidents in the various programs.

An, analysis of covariance was performed to adjust for differences in pre-

test levels. Our data indicate that city,-wide, differences among the

prograns were negligible. In specific districts or schools, some pro-

grams probably were.mre effectiVe than others; but when the instr4Ction-

al approacheYare compared in large scale, the differences diminish; var-

iatin in individual districts apparently had more, o do with implementa-

tion issues than with the instructional programs themselves. No one pro-

gram category emerges as most or least effective; our findings at this

point in time do not soport the adoption or elimination of any one in=

structional approach by schools or districts.

MATHEMATICS AtHIEVEMENT

During the first year of Gates program implementation, fourth-

and seventh-grade studeMs were not held to a mathematics criterjon.
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TABLE 35
Reading Achievement by Full-Year Holdovers

414004041, Across Instructional Programs

Grade

Reading

program N a

Observed mean
scale score (S.D.)

Adjusted mean
scale score b

Grade

equivalent

Four HILS 954 . 416.2 (30.2) 415.8 4.0
STAR 829, 412.7 (29.7) 412.7 4.0
ECRI 703, 411.2 (30.8) 411.5 3.9
L.R.A. 122 411.1 (28.9) 411.6 3.9
L.R.A.-Optional 197 469.4 (31,4) 418.3 4.0
Optional '858 415.0 (29.7) 415,2 4.0

;Seven c HILS 1,175 473.8 (37.6) 473.6 5.7
STAR 1,158 ' 478.9 (38.1) 479.1 5.9
ECRI 683 476.2 (35.0) 476.6 5.9
L.R.A.-Qptional 354 476.0 (33.3) 476.7 5.9
Optional .931 480.9 (35.9) 480.3 6.0

a This analysis includes only those students whose April, 1982 test ayswer documents indicated their reading program.
b

An analysis of,covariance has been performed to adjust posttest scores: these adjusted scores account for some of the differences in pretest levels
c

Seventh-grade L R.A. is oglitted from analysis.because`the small number of students, only 16, would make the comparison unreliable.

-

Only minor diffeiences emerged from this comparison; no single program category appeared to
produce greater or lesser gains in reading achievement.

TABLE 36

Mathematics Achievement by Gates and Non-Gates Students

Grade

April, 1981 April, 1982

Observed
Mean Mean mean N.C.E.

Group N N.C.E. (S.D.) N.C.E. (S.D.) difference a

Four Gates 454 11.8 (3.5) .31.0 (12.1) 19.2

Seven Gates 4,803 22.0 (7.5) 29.4 (12.5) 7.4
'?

Eight Non-Gates 6,074 25.5 (6.3) ' 25.8 (11.5) 0.3

NOTE. All students were tested on the New York Lity Mathematics Test. Fitth-grade students were posttested with a different test level than fourth
graders. Since April, 1981 scale scores were unavailable for analysis, a cross-level comparison of these students was not possible.

a Observed gains, which for sub-groups cannot be adjusted for the regression effect, overestimate actual gains.
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However; Gates students did receive remediation in mathematics as well

ds reading during the 1981-82 school year. Table 36 Presents observed

gains (for Gates students who in April, 1981 scored below the prospec-

tive April, 1982 math c"riteria) on the New York City Mathematics Test,

a locally adapted version of the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics TeSt.*

Achievement is expressed in terms of normal curve equivalent (N.C.E.)

scores** since these were the only scores-available for analysis. Stu-

dents held over for the full year in the fourth grade made significant,-

gains of 19.2 N.C.E.'s in mathematics achievement. , S6venth-grade stu-

dents who participated in the Gates program made gains of 7.4 N.C.E.'s.

The gains of both fourth- and seventh-grade Gates students reflect an

upward movement in relation to other fourth and seventh graders. We

were also able to compare gains in mathematics achievement of seventh-
.

grade students to those of,eighth4grade students who had been below the

math criterion on the April, 1981 test but passed the CAT criterion.***

*Observed gains, which for sub-groups tannot be adjusted far the regres-
simeffect, overestimate actual gains.

**Normal curve equivalent (N.C.E.) scores are equal-interval, normalized
scores derived from the percentile ranks of the population on whom the
test was normed. They express where a score is in relation to the'dis-
tribution of scores in the norming sample. For example, an.N.C.E. of
50 corresponds to the 50th percentile of fourth- or seventh-grade stu-
dents' performance on their level of a test and reflects on-grade per-
formance. An N.C.E. score below this means that a student's standing is
below the average of the norming group, while a gain in N.C.E. scores
reflects a change in a student's status relative to that group.

***Seventh- and eighth-grade students take the same level of the New
York City Mahematics Test, enabling us to make this comparison: Fourth.

graders take a different level of the test than do fifth graders, so a
, comparison of their scoresis not possible.
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:The eighth-grade students made N.C.E. gains of 0.3 which indicates that

their posftion in relation to the eighth-grade population was similar

to what it was iR relation to seventh graders when they were in that

grade.

ATTENDANCE

To further assess Gates students' 'performance and to measure

the program's impact, we examined attendance data compiled by the Office
4

of Student Information Services. To provide pojnts of reference, Gates

students' average aTii9ance rates are compared (see Table 37) with the

rates of non-Gates students in grades four and seven. Because attend-
,

ance rates are typically related to- both age and grade level, attendance

by Gates students is also'compared with that of their age peers in the

fifth and eighth grades.

0
The'Gates program encompanes the lowest achieving students of

their age groups -- those who his-torically have.the lowest attebdanc'e

rates. Our findings indicate that the Gates program has not altered the

attendance pattern of these students as a whole.

In order to gauge the program's impact, we wanted to compare.

Gates students' attendance with their records of the previous year. A
,

survey of selected schools, conducted in June, 1982, furnished data for
.00

this comparison.* Table 38 presents attendance data on the sample of

3,351 students for whom attendance rates for both years were available;

*Data were received from 89 elementary and 53 junior high schools in the
five boroughs. Appendix C contains further information on the sample.
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TABLE 37k

Attendance in Gates Classes Compared
to Non-Gates Classes, September, 1981 - April, 1982

Percentage

daily attendance

Fourth grade

Gates group 87%

Comparison groups
Non-Gates fourth graders 91

Fifth graders 91

Seventh grade

Gate's group

Comparison groups
Non-Gates seventh graders
Eighth graders

75%

87
/36

At both grade levels, attendance by Gates students was somewhat lower than:than that of their

non-Gates grade or age peers.

Gates fourth graders had a higher average attendance iate (87 percent) than Gates seventh griilers .

(75 percent).

TABLE 38

Attendance Survey Results: Attendance by Gates
Participanti in 198041 and 1981-82-

Grade

1980-81 1981-82

s Mean percent
attendake (S.D.)

. Mean percent
attendance (S.D.)

Four

Seven

,319

,032

89.3%

. 81.4_,,

(11.0)

(17.5)

90.0%

76,2

(10.5)

(22.9)

NOTE: Attendance is expressed as the percentage of days a student is present in school, based on the number of days the student is on register.
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this number reloresents approximately 18 percent of all full-year hold-

overs.:

Analysis of these data tiggests that fourth graders' attendance

,

has remained stable or' has slightly improved since i,ney enterea th'e

Gates program. Older Gates studentS presenVa different picture: lt-

tendance Iv seventh graders in our sample declined by,five percen:Age

points frOm 1980-81 to 1981,-82. Clearly, attendance by Gates'seventh

graders is a problem whicii needs. to be addressed.

We looked at ttendance, igures from a third vieWpoint. Be7

cause answer documen.ts for students tested on the CAT in April, 1982 .

also provided attendance data, it was theoretically possible to corre;-,

late studentS' reading achievement with attendance. Major technical

problems obviated the use of our data for this purpOse, however. Corre-

lation studies, which attempt to establish a relatiOnship betwe'en two

variables, assume a normal distribution of values for both. Program

selection criteria meant that Gates students had uniformly loW scores

on the CAT; this led to results on the correlation study which wee not

meaningful.* However, Appendix C, Table C-1, presents data which sug-
,

'gest that high attendance was associated with high performance in the

Gates program. Students with poor attendance,.rates lower than 75 per-.

cent, made reading gains two months below those of high attending

; students.

'*Correlation procedures and results are presented in Appendix C.
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PURPOSE

V. -SUMMARY OF FOUR CASE STUDIES

1

Data presented in this report reflect the experience pf chil-

dren,and teachers wha work together in more than a thousand New York

City classrooms. To assess the impact af. this large program, we have

'had to step back from the daily life of,Gates participan*ts, loOking at

the 'whole program as if through the reverse end of binoulars. But as

Gates enter's its secOnd year, it is,important to ask how promotional

policy, centrally conceived and admin'istered, translates into concrete

classroom concerns.

The pffice of Educational Evaluation has taken a close look at

Gates at work in four 'schools. We traced patterns in some areas, and

found variation in others; however, we can hardly assume that what' we

observed at these sites typifies the program as-it functions throughout

the five boroughs. Our purpOse is, rather, to accompany hard data with

concrete de'scriptions of Gates in action. Our observations 'may suggest

areas which deserve more systemati.c review, or issues which might be .

profitably addressed by those who/run the program. But we cannot draw

firM conclusions ar grand generalizations from so limited a sample.

Three questions motivated the selection of the sites. How do

Gates youngsters fare in a self-contained seventh-grade class, as

compared with seventh gradqrs.in a departmentalized program? How does

the Gates program function in a bilingual setting? And what happens

when supplementary guidance services are made availabfe to Gates children?
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We expected to find variation based on these distinctions. It

was soon.appa'rent, however, that other variables might be' more crucial:

the climate of the school; teachers attitudes toward participation in

the program and its staff development activities; the vision and priori-

ties of administrators at the site; district-level support.

The pages that,follow summarize material in four case studies.

to be isS'ued at a later date by the pffice of Educational' Evaluation.

The followilig usages will refer to the four siteS:

Bilingual-4

Optional-4

Self-contained-7

Departmentalized-7

CONTEXT

= Bilingual Gates Class, fourth grade

= District-optional program; fourth 'grade

= Self-contained class, seventh grade

= Departmentalized program, seventh grade

Two of the four sites were located in Brooklyn; the others were

z'
in Manhattan and Oueens. The neighborhoods differ markedly, but black

American and Hispanic residents dominate the attendance areas of all

four siteS.

A modern, well-equipped school, Bilingua1-4 is situated in a

once fashibnable neighborhood now bl'ighted by deteriorating economic and

social conditions. A school official described the area as an,ethnic

pocket -- a black neighborhood-in a largely Hispanic:district. Signs of

the are6s former'affluence remain, renovation efforts ap visible, and
4

community resources, including a mental health center, stand near the

4

school. But sub-standard housing, poverty and unemployment, and crime

persist. "Our children walk through a lot," the official commented,
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referring to drug traffic and an active street culture around the

school.

Optional-4 is located a few blocks from the city line. :The

neighborhood is almost suburban, with private homes (soneconverted to

multi-family dwellings) lining shaded streets. Over the last two de-

cades, this neighborhood has changed from an exclusively white commpity

to one of ethnic diversity. Many black families have bought or rented

. homes here; concentrations of Hispanic, Haitian, and some Greek immigrants

also live in the area.

Self-contained-7, a fastidiously maintained building, stands

among many decrepit, deserted buildings. Empty lots near the school

leave an impresOon of broken glass am'id heaps of tires and charred \'

mattresses. A large plant operates nearby, as do some small factories

and automobile body shops, but" the overall feeling is one of devastation..

Two-thirds of the school's population is Hispanic. Many students live

,some distance from the school; few apartment houses remain functional in

--2---- the 'immediate vicinity.

Departmentalized-7 is locAed in what'has traditionally been a

blue collAr area. The school's surroundings are being rapidly upgraded:

a'house fatimg the school recently sold for 200,000 dollars. But the

attendance area encompasse4 economically diverse sectors of the borough:

from one of the city's wealthiest neig'hborhoods to low-income housing

,projects. While relatively few black and Hispanic families live in the

school's imMediate vicinity, they are heavily represented in the attend-

ance area and in the school.
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ORGANIZATION

District Involvement

Optional-4 enjoyed particularly strong support on the dist'rict

level; the district's interest and initiative took the form, in part, of

commitment to supplementary guidance serviCes for Gates participants,

and selection by the dis,trict of an alternative, opti71"approach to

Gates curriculum. The individual appointed as Gates district facilita-

tor, who also directs the district's diagnostic reading program, person-

ally supervised Gates classes, viiting.Optional-4 four times dOring the

year. She also assisted in acquiring resources, and cohducted monthly

staff development activities.

District:slevel involvement was less pronounced at the other

sites. The district facilitators conveyed policy, assist(ed in the

44

acquisition of materials, and demonstrated currtcula, hut relied on the

school for classroom supervision. The district which includes Department-

,alized-7 integrated Gates into its established'efforts at remediatIon in

language arts.

O.P.P. Involvement

Office of Promotional Policy (0.P.P.) assistants, through dis-

trict facilitators, apprised Gates staff of developments and deciSions

coming from the school system's central administration. In some cases,

teachers received their advice on use of materials, recordkeeping proced-

ures,,placement, and parental involvement. Rut all agreed that monitor-

ing by O.P.P. was minimal. Teachers, generally thought that discussions

'with the 0.1),:P. assistants were helpfUl; some complained that O.P.P. re-
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quired excessive paperwork.

Gates Within the School

Gates students at two sites appeared to he somewhat integrat

into the life of the school. The fourth graders in the self-contained

Gates class at Optional-4 had recess and lunch with third and fourth

graders, and were active in schoolwide extra-curricular activities.

,.They seeaed to experience,little or no stigma from assignment to a Gates

classroom. The principal at Self-contained-7 said that he wanted to

avoid creating a "Gates ghetto," and had therefore scattered the self-

contained Gates classes in the huilding, rather than clustering them to-

gether in one wing. Students at this site mixed with non-Gates peers in

elective shop classes, athletic,prognams, and other activities.

Students at Bilingual-4 and pepartnentalized-7 appeared to he

more isolated. Whereas classes at the same grade level at Bilingual-4

were generally grouped together in separate corridors, the bilingual,

Gates fourth graders were assigned to a room'set off both from other

fourth graders and from other Gates students. 'While they saw other

children in the playground or at lunch, they appeared to have relatively

little contaq with other students. They did, however, participate in-

enrichment activities with the monolingual G-ates students. At Department-

alized-7, GateS students,were assignod to elective courses (band, orches-

tra, graphic arts, etc.), English as a second lanquage, or the resource

room, with non-Gates students. But the intensive Gates schedule made it

difficult for students to Itake full part in schoolwide activities. For

example, in a school in which musical groups have an important place,
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Gates students generally rehearsed for band, orchestra, or jazz hand

separately from other students until just before a concert.

Administrative Support

Administrators at three sites appeared solidly to support the

Gates program. At Bilingual-4, an assistant principal personally

reviewed work by Gates children, and recognized them individually for

improved perfbrmance. .At this site, the teacher derived the greatest

assistance from the bilingual education coordinator, who was familiar

with Gates students and the curriculum. At Optional-4, the Gates class

was assigned to one of the school's more experienced and successful

teachers; she was given the largest, most uitable classroom in the build-

ing, and received swift response to any and all requests.

At Departmentalized-7, the introduction of Gates classes did

not constitute a dramatic shift in policy or practice. The administration

had already instituted its own promotional policy, requiring a student

to score at the 6.8 grade level on the CAT before proceeding to the

eighth-grade; it had already.developed,remedial programs in reading and

math. The seven Gates claSses,'grouped on the hasis of CAT scores, fit

into the school's overall tructure of homogeneously grouped classes,

and,used existing laboratory and qther materials.

At Self-contained-7, Gates was described as one of many programs

implemented by the administration, and not necessarily a priority. The

prinEipal was characterized by Gates teachers' as generally encouraging

but distant. The individual who provided supervision at the site lacked

knowledge of the'program, and learned along with the claSsroom teachers.
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The practice of grouping Gates seventh graders into homogeneously

grouped, self-contained classes conformed with the adm istration's over-
.

all policy. ,Only eighthi-graders in this school, serving grades six

through eight, have completely departmentalized programs.

Teachers at all sites were reticent about the impact of 'Gates

on the school as a whole. At Bilingual-4, fifth-grade teachers commented

that the program barely affected their classes. High mobility in the

neighborhood resulted in a constant flow of new children into their class-

es; their students' range of ability was therefore as broad as ever. At

Optional-4, where Gates students received considerable attention from

their teacher and the Gates guidance counselor, a fifth-grade teacher

worried about how the children would adjust to a larger class and fewer

resources when they got to the fifth grade. Teachers at several sites

mentioned that students in bOth Gates and mainstream claSses have become

more serious, and sometimes more anxious, about test-taking. They said

that some teachers at various grade levels have been concentrating more

on specific reading skills needed to score well on the CAT.

Guidance Services

Students at three of the four sites received limited, if any,

guidance services. The guidance counselor at Bilingual-4 stated that

Gates students were not a special priority in her work; students received

services according to,a set of criteria uniformly applied to all. She

recalled meeting with two Gates children during the year. The intense

need for guidance services was recognized at both intermediate schools,

but the resources were not available. The guidance counselor at Self-
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contained-7 said that paperwork, particularly in relation to high school

articulation, leaves little time for individual or group counseling.

Gates teachers at that site spoke of daily frustration: they have nei-

ther the training nor the time to deal with the emotional turmoil

experienced by all of their adolescent students., and the severe problems

suffered by many.

At the,fourth site, Optional-4, the district funded a guidance

component attached to the Gates program. nistrict-wide services rest on

the assumption that Gates students are "quiet failures" -- those who

have not acted out in the classroom and therefore have not gotten the

attention needed for a sense of personal adequacy. The district assigned

one guidance counselor to its eleven Gates classes. She visited each

class every other week; at Optional-4, she used a small room near the

Gates class to meet,with each student privately at least once. She pre-

ferred individual to group counseling, and tooV each child's total en-

vironmert into account in her work.. She also worked with the Gates tea-

cher during her preparation period to review each child's progress and

problems.

School-Based Suppart Teams

At three sites,'Gates staff reported contact with the'school-

based support teari (S.B.S.T.); at the fourth site, no assistance from

the S.B.S.T. was mentioned. At Optional-4 the district Gates guidance

counselor made several referrals to the team, which had alrelady been

notified about half of the Gates students. Their evaluation led in one

case to Assignment to a special education program, and-to the school's
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resource room in several others. At Self-contained-7, three of 15

students referred for evaluation were actually assessed. At Department-

alized-7, many participants had been oR the waitiRg list for S.B.S.T.

screening before assignment to Gates. Of 77 referrals made to S.B.S.T.

during the school year (from other than special education classes),

about half were Gates studen Several were assigned to the school's

resource room for one or two periods each day; here a teacher worked

with no more than five students at a time.

Parental Participatiop

Teachers at three sites reported little contact with parents!

- The teacher at Bilingual-4 tried to involve parents in classroom concerns,

but was only successful when a decision,.such as placer-lent in a special

education program, was imminent. At Self-contained-7; some members of

the Parents' Association initially responded negatively to the Gates

program, and expressed particular concern about the -age of holdover's.

They were reported to be more comfortable wifh the program by the 'year's

end. Teachers at fhis site mentioned that personal and family problems

prabably kept many parents from involving themselves in their children's

schooling.

At Optional-4, parents were clearly'more involved than at the

other Sites. Thi5 level of participation nay have resulted from the

guidance component at the site, and the efforts of the classroom teacher.

It may also reflect economic circumstance: parents in this attendance

area appeared to have more employment opportunities and greater financial

stability than at other sites. ,The Gates teacher here met at least Jnce
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with a Rarent of-each student; more than a third of the parents came for

individual conferences more than once. Most Gates children had parents

at the fall orientation meeting. In addition, the Gates guidance counselor

'met with a group of ten, parents.

PARTICIPANTS

/--
Identification of Participants

Criteria for selecting participants at all sites conformed with .

O.P.P. guidelines. Fourth graders had scored below the 3.7 grade level

on the CAT at the beginning of the school year. The rahge of scores at

Bilingual-4 was 1.9 to 3.4; the range at Optional-4 was somewhat more

narrow, from 2.4 tg 3.5. Seventh graders had scored below 6.2. The ad-

ministration at Oepartmentaliied-7 had established its own promotional

policy, with a score of' 6.8'on the CAT required for entry into the

eFghth grade. 'Students who scored between 6.2 and 6'n were assigned to

a transitional class.

Student' Characteristics

Most of the students in classes obServed by the evaluation team

were members of ethnic minorities (predominantly black AMerican or

Hispanic) reflecting the populations of the schools selected for case
:1

.1.;
studies.' The 14 students in the bilingual Gates class at Bilingual-4

were Oispanic, either,Dbminican or-Puerto Rican, and came from homes in

whic Spanish is spoken. At Optlonal74, four of the 17 Gates stadents

e other than English at home. At Self-contained-7, where two-th17rds

of the 84 Gates students werg Hispanic, a bilingual Gates class was dis-
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banded early in the'year when the teacher retired. Students were dis-

trIbuted among.the other self-contained Gates classrooms. Some Spanish-

dominant students at Departmentalfzed-7 'were observed to have difficulty

understanding instructions; one studAt grasped material only when in-

structions were translated.

Half of the hilinlual Gates students in Bilingual-4 were born

and raised in the U.S. Most used primarily Eng]ish, and occasionally

Spanish, to converSe with'each other or the teacher. It Opearedthat

several of the children -in the bilingual Gates.class were English-

dominapt, while at other schools, some students in monolingual Gates

classes were Spanish-domihant.

At the end of the school year, fourth-grade students at the two

elementary schools ranged in age from 10-to 13 years; seventh graders at

the othe-r sites ranged from age 13 to 16. .Man-y had been held over at

least once before. Of the 17.fourth 'graders/at Optional-4, four had

previously been held over. Judging by their ages, half of the 84

seventh-grade Gates sudents at Self-contained-7 had been retained once

before; a quarter had been held over twice before: Many Gates students

at Departmentalized-7 had been retained in the seventh-grade.before,

when they failed to meet,the school's internal promotional standard.

Mobility

The Gates class at Bilingual-4 diminished durfng the ,school

year, as two Students'moved away; of the 14 who remained, test scores

were available fOr,all but one.',At Optional-4, the class,increased in

size, with nine students added in the first month and onelnore in the



second. Two students left during the year, and one was assicred to a

special education program. Reliable information about student mobility

among seventh graders was not obtained.

Students' Behavior and Attitudes

Teachers and support staff reported some restlessness and feel-

ing5 of inadequacy among Gates participants. In some cases, particular-

ly in the fourth-grade classes, a strong sense of social bonding, of

pulling together, helped to, undercut negative feelings as the year pro-

gressed.

The teacher at Rilingual-4 ascribed emotional, disciplinary,

or learning problems to more than half of her Gates children. The

teacher repocted that academic performance was-sometimes impaired by

poor concentration and impatience in working out probVems. At the same

time, strong ties that developed among the children affected their work.

Each student spoke of sev'eral friends io the class, and was hard pressed

to choose among several to name a "best" friend. The'children appeared

to value the teacher's opinion highly. Roys seemed more assertive than

girls, 4110 tended to be unprofitably passive; the teacher said that

these children have a strong,sense of sex-roVe behavior., and that she

tries to promote this identification.

At Optional-4, Special attention to Gates students apparently

acted as an antidote to posstble embarrassment at being held over. Stu-

dents seemed to,share a sense that the Gates clasroom is an exciting

place to be, and were pleased to have enrichment outings Organized just

for them' There was 8 sense of pulling togdther, and little overt con-
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petition in the classroom.

Seventh graders at Self-contained-7 were reported to have more

than their share of severe problems. Most were defensive, frightened,

or embarrassed nu h of the time; others seemed to be immature, and were

resistant to autho ity. Teachers described the emot'idnal turmoil

typical among these youngsters; more severe problemS: were ommoh as

well.
3

Staff members at Oepartmentalized-7 mentiona fewer 'severe

problems among their students but stressed that mapy:Gates,parfitipants

seem to have negative feelings about themselves and their school jife.

While many are relatively attentive, some behave with hostility and ag7,

gression toward teachers.

Students, teachers, and support-staff were asked abouethe

impact of Gates participation,on students. "Ihformants at three sites

offered positive responses.- At Bilingual-4, the teacher spoke of the

strong social context for learning which the small 'homogeneous Gates

class has'provtded. Students and teathers at Optional-4 thought that

Supplementary guidance services, individualized attention, and special

'privileges had enhanted students' sense of'personal adequacy. At Self=

contained-7, the fatulty reported that theylhad witnessed real hademic

gains in.some Gates participants.

In contrast, staff members and students at Departmental.ized-T

expressed concern that some seventh-graders were discouPaged,at being

held over. Even some of those who are able to perform well have becoMe

more nervous aboUt tests, and worry about not making it tb high School.
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'Members of the S.B.S.T., including the pshhologist, spoke of diminished

,
self-esteem stemming'from Gat#s testing and retention. The social work-

' I

1

er and guidance counselor expressed concern about over-aged students,

who feel but of place in the social setting. A student was reported to

have said, "If I don't pass it this tipe, that's it. I'll drop out of

school." The-guidance counselor was so concerned about this prospect ,

that she said she will now recomriend special education placement for

some students, in the hope that they will get into a high school program

that provides vocatiopal skills, rather than spend a.third year in:the

seventh grade and ultimately drop out.

CLASSROS OBSERVATION

:Teachers

Teachers at the four sites liad substantial experience in areas_

appropriate tO" their Gates assignments. A native speaker of Span'ish,

the teacher at Bilingual-4 had:four years of experience in bilingual

education. The teacher at Opt'ional-4 had worked for ten years in

primary, intermediate, and special education. The Gates teachers at the

intermediate schools were experienced im teaching reading and mathematics,

an'd had worked with remedial curricula. Self-contained-7 was the nly

site where teachers volunt,eered for the assignment.

The two fourth-grade teachers were most satisfied with the

program. Both appreciated the oppor,tunity for small-group and individual

work. The Optional-4 teacher stressed the invaluable support she had

received from the district and the sChool. Both said they would also

lik to be assigned to Gates agaip.
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The four Gates teachers at Self-contained-7 described their

'role as promoting self-esteem-first, and achievement second; they framed

some of their goals in terds of behavior modification. More than one\

)expressed frustration at the paucity of support services available to

students. They also were distres.sed by parents' lack of involvement,

and spoke nf the local community schoo1'board as'generally.uninformed

abOut Gates. Six language arts and four mathematics teachers implement-

ed'the departmentalized program at Departmentalized-7. Teachers at this

site focused more on,academic achievement than-on affecting behavior.

Seventh-grade teachers, at both sites commented that the Gates prograM

should be introduced earlier in students' academic experience, and that

th6.seventh grade is too late for this kind, of intervention.

Fourth-grade teachers at both sites reacted positoively to staff

develnpment activities. The teacher at Bilingual-4 took part in eight

Gates workshops; the Optional-4.teacher found the rnnthly training

sessions offered by the district facilitator to be invaluable. She said

that additional training in parental involvement and methodology would

be helpful. Only one of the four Gates teachers at Self-contained=7

attended preservice training. This teacher disliked both the training

and the program itself, preferring whole-group to individualized ihstruc-

tion. The other three teachers attended training sessions in the dis-

trict during the year.

Climate

At all sites, work generally pfoceeded in an orde'rly, purposeful

way. At Bil-ingual-4, the teachee' made her presence felt, and the chil-
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dren knew that she was aware of everything going on in the room. The

style Of discipline seemed inconsistent, but students received frequent

assessment and feedback; often they were reco§Oized for special achieve-

ment. Transitions presented the most persistent problems in this class-

room: it occasionally took from ten to thirty,pinutes for the class to

settle into .a new activity.

At Optional-4, work proceeded at a rapid pace, with a minimum

of transition time. Children were praised forgood work; insyfficient

effort was met with,statements like, "Ycu can do much hetter, young

lady...." There appeared to be little'overt competition in the room.

The climat at Departmentalized-7 wo,t generally friendly and'

Supportive. Despite occasional hostile outbursts or aggressive behavior

by' students, teachers ere in cOntrol of their classrooms.

The four self-contained'classrooms at Self-contained-( differed

in tone -and atmosphere, according to the piiifosophy and styTe of the

teacher. These difference,s will be further Aetailed below.

's

Classroom Organization

!Classroom organization varied markedly at the differeri,t sites,

and with different activities. At Bilingual-4, much of the work appeared

to be teacher-centereA, though students also initiated interactions at

times. The teacher worked with clusters of about five students for

reading; these groups were assembled on the basis of ability. Other

activities, such as science lessons, engaged the whole class at once,

and were less effective. In general, the teacher moved around 'the room

often, calling for the attention of any who seemed,to be distracted.
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At Optional-4, the day was structured into eight periods, with

each day's agenda posted for the children to see. The horseshoe arrange-

ment of the desks, with the teacher's chair in the center, lent itself

to whole-group work, su'ch as spelling exercises. But children also did

independent work on art projects, or occupted t elves in -7 of the

room's reading or listening corners. Grouping was flexible,/depending

on the situation.

At Self-contained-7, the organization of self-contained clas's-

rooms hinged on the style and philosophyof the indi-vidual teacher. One

'teacher offered whole-group instruction, which waS- dominated by the teach-

er. Anottler directed students to work on individual writing projects,

'and walked about the classroom offering help to students, one at a time.

Two teachers gave individval or small-group instruction based-1)n the

High jntensity Learning (HILS) curriculum. In general, students at this

site were observed to he relatively passive; some did initiatP contact

with teachers, however, either to get help or to seek recognition.

Students at Departmentalized-7 were quite ,involved,in their

;

cl,asswork, volunteering answerrs to-teacher51 questiOns: Except in. the

labs, teactrers worked with the whole group at once, and the interactions

were teacher-centered. However, these groups were small -- usually no

More than eight students.

Curriculum

Each site had selected a sPecific curricular approach to Gates

instruction. At each, teachers adapted the exemplary program to suit

students' needs, 'teachers' strengths, and available materials. At each,
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the curriculum corresponded.with O.P.P. guidelines'in terms of subject

matter and duration of instruction.

The evaluator wh.o visited Bilingual-4 noted that the teacher

worked solely with the literal meaning of reading passages when\she used
.,0

the bilingual language-arts curriculum. She introduced analysis, infer-
.;

ence, and evaluation only when following the STAR curriculum, which

stresses these skills. A-lesson ba'Sed on STAR was observed:' the teach-

er worked wi,th small groups, and frequently reiterated the objectives of

tasks in which students were engaged. These tasks were adapted to the

children's cultural experience: the curriculum specified that after

reading about summer camp, children were to write a letter from camp;

instead, after reading about camp, children were asked to write a' letter

from a visit to their native countries. The teacher said that she was

very familiar with both.the STAR and bilingual language-arts curricula.

She expressed reservations about the bilingual curriculum, which was

'not specifically directed to helping students meet the promotional crt-

terion for their grade level.

Optional-4 was, located in a district which,decided against the

recommended exemplary reading programs,. and opted instead to use Science

1

Research Associates' (S.R.A.) diagnostic matehals. This is a strategy

i)

based on the analysis of reading objectives in the most widely used ele-

mentary reading prog'rams. Teachers guides, workbooks, and duplication

masters contained activities correlating with these objlectives. The

Ginn Management Program, stressing mastery learning procedures, was used

lk

for math instruction. O.P.P. accepted these programs, which were at
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least as highly structured as the recommended exemplary programs.-

At Self-cont3ined-7, Gates instruction was based on HILS-II, a

model which specifies that students will spend time on individually

prescribed tasks, with continuous assessment and,re-direction to ensure

and guide progress. However, HILS-II was rigorously applied in only one,

of the four classrooms. One teacher rejected the individualized instruc-

tion of the HILS appruach altogether, sUbstituting a teacher-dominated

direct instruction approach. In two classrooms, implementation of NILS-

II was hampered by a lack of appropriate materials. It had been assumed

that the schools would supply individualized materials suitable for am-

plifyjng HILS-II; these were not available in the school. In general;

materials were limited to those provided by 0.P.P.'s central office un-
A

til late fall. Those available were not on appropriatelevels. In all

tiut one classroom, there was an absence of clear directions In general,

teachers appeared to be getting results, hut objectios were difficult

to define, and the curricula followed in three classrooms were not HILS.

In all classrooms, the district-optional mathemwtics curriculum was be-

ing lollowed.

The Gates prOgram blended into the curricular approachl alreagy

in effect at Departmentalized-7. This ipproach combined the HILS

orogram with,Educatipnal D4lopment Laboratories materials and S.R.A..

diagnostic materials. The language arts teachers adapte'd Gates curricu-

f

la to include more reading aloud and more role-rlaying by students. They

also introduced supplementary activities all-owing active participation,

and more work r.elatvi to students' daily lives. Audio-visual eguip.ment
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for self-paced programmed learning had an important place in the l'ang-

uage arts program. Newspapers were included 4n students' reading mater-

ials. In mathematics,..the D.P.A. method was,applied. sates funds were

used to buy equipment for math activities, including pocket c,alculators

for individual use. Students attended one math laboratory per week.

.3TUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

A total of 236 students with compfete test records were en- .

rolled in Gates classes at the four case Study sftes. This number re-

-

presents approximately one percent of_all Gates-eligible studehts -- far

too limited a sample to allow general statements about city-wide athieve-

ment.

At both seventh-grade sites, less than a third of Gates stu-

'dents met the promotional critetion during the school year; outcomes at

the two .schools were similar. The fourth-grade sites, on the other hand,

had widely divergent results. Half of the 14 students at Bilingual-4

met the promotional standard; all but two of the 14 students at Optional-

4 attained the criterion.

We cannot hazard conclusions about how or why these results

came about. Characteristics of the schools and of the students differed

markedly, as this summary'has demonstrated. Furthermore, studPnts

started out at different pretest levels, affeCting posttest findings:

However$ we may note that these findings correspond to an over-

all impression gained by the evaluation team: that several facets of

program implementation proved more problematic in the junior high schools

than in the elementary schools.
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OVERALL,IMPRESSIONS

1,
Obwvations detailed in four case studies leave clearc,impres-

di

ions of the 1981-82 Gates program as it functioned in four schools. The

\l-fo lowing points suggest directions for future evaluations, but do not
*

necessarily reflect the program's operation citywide:

The Chancellor's Guidelines for Implementatiorilvere in effect,

wtth few exceptions. At all, sites, participant identification, class

size, instructional treatment, and administrative support conformed with

these guidelines. Parental involvement was an exception: most teachers

reported some initiative but limited success in this area.

District-level commitment to the program emerged as an impor-

tant variable at these sites; guidance services, parental participation,

and provision of supplemental materials, were related'to this support.

Consistent encouragement from principals'and well informed supervision

,were also important factors.

Exemplary programs selecteA by the diStricts were followed or

adapted at three of the four sites. Staff were generally satisfie&with

the curricula. The degree to which reading and math programs were fol2,

lowed depended on the leadership of the school'is administration, the

teacher's style of instruction, and the availability of materials. 'Class-

room organization and teaching styles varied markedly, but students at

all sites were paying attention to instruction, and evaluators observed

that learning-type behavior was occurring. Non-Gates teachers inter-

viewed by evaluators (including fifth-\rand eighth-grade teachers) didd-
-\

not feel that the program had appreciably affected fheirclasses. Th



evaluation team gained the impression that the Gates program was adapted

to the school/much or more than the schools adapted to the Gates program.

The program functioned more effectively in the elementary than

the intermediate schools. While fourth-grade teaChers were generally

positive about the program, its impact on their students, and the sup-

port they received, seventh-grade teachers were less enthusiastic. Most

felt that identification and treatment of Gates students should take

place earlier. While some said they had benefited from the assignment,

others were frustrated at the lack of support services, and thought that

being held over had discouraged their students.

The case studies point toward a number of areas which need fur-

ther attention: limited guidance services and delays in assessment by

school-based support teams; partial isolation of Gates stUdents, espe-

cially in the inteffediate schools where scheduling problems keep some

Gates participants from schoolwide activities; and increased-test anxi:

ety and worries about future prospects among some seventh-grade Gates

students.

The program's strengths, as suggested by the.studies, include:

strong social bonding -- a sense of pulling together -- among Gatesstu-

dents; enhanced salf-esteem stemmfng from individual attention'and spe-

cial activities, especially among fourth graders; possibilities for small-

group and one-to-one instruction; and multi-level sUpport available to

Gates teaChers. In all the classrooms observed by the evaluation team,

teachers were offering remedial instruction,.and students appeared to

be learning.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

te,

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
. .

Since-1980, the school system has made substantial.progress in

articUlating a policy which establishes performance standards for its

students and requires its staff to introduce instructional approaches

which help studentS meet those standards. In 1981-82, this policy moved

from paper into the city's classrooms: a large-scale, complex program,_

which maintains curricuAar and promotional standards, while allowing *or

local input, has been implemented across the system.

b
The policy established promotional\Gates at ga es four and

seven. Results of this evaluation indicate that the 0101 y was more ef-
\

fective and better received at grade four than at grade seven.

The guidelines for program iTip1ementation directed that each

student be assisted in "developing skills through a well planned inten-

stve'instructional prOgram not limited v the constraints of time." To

carry out this commitment, students were offered the opportunity to ad-

vance out of the program at three,points during the year. The policy

of reteSting students in August, 1981 and January, 1982 was equitable.

Students promoted at all three testing points made significant gains

in achievement.

Data elaborated in this report indicate that the 70 percent

of Gates-eligible students who met the promotional criterion for their

grade during the school year were, in terms of basic skills, better pre-

pared to handle work atthe next grade level than they would have been
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in the absence of the Gates prOgram.

For the 30 percent of Gates students who becarre Aouble hold-

overs, actually only five percent of all 1981 fourth and sevent graders,

one year was not sufficient to close the pre-existing gap between them

and classmates wbo gained promotion, This was surely disappointing for

the childre6cOhemse1ves, their.parentsyand for the Gates staff who worked

with them. However, the very low preteSt scores of this group made it

difficult to measure accurately their actual gains in reading. While they

.did not attain the sanie le.vel.of skill proficiency as their peers, they

.

may well have made progress..in.reading which test data .do not reflect. In

addition, the promotional policy has focused the attention of the system

on the needs of this group. The Gates Extension program.has been developed

for these students. Identification of the specific difficulties which ham-

per the educational growth of this group and determination of ameliorating

treatment should be a high priority in 1982-83. Partiular attention should

be given to the csauses and ipprovement of seventh graders !. poor attendance'

patterns.

Finally, the romotional policy has required an unprecedented de-
\

gree of coordination between people who staff the school'. system's central

offices and people in the field. They have begun to work together more

closely to consider effective instruction'al-approaches, to introduce more

specialized staff development, and to strengthen the basic skills of the

city's lowest achieving students. This concerted effort, and especially

the sharpened focus on low achievers' specific ds, promises to have a

long.,term salutory effect on the school system as a whole.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

The implementation of the Gates program required a higher d

gree of interaction between the central offices of the school system and

the community school districts than bad typically occurred in the past.

Central offices exhibited vigorous leadership wbile respecting tbe inte-

grity and capacity of the community school districts. The diviSion of

responsibility between Central and district offices was appropriate.

There are indications, however, that districts varied considerably in

their support of the Gates program in their scb-Ools, that is, in the

provision of materials yid guidance services. In addition, the divi-
\

sion of responsibility for supervision between diitrict offices and

schools was somewhat probl.matic. The data indicate tbat all districts

should clearly define the locus 'of responsibility for knowledgeable day-

to-day supervision if all GateS- teachers are to receive adequate super-

.

visory support.

ADHERENCE TO GUIDELINES

Overall, adherence to program guidelines characterized program

\'

implementation in 1981-82. The challenges of program organization were

met with relatfve speed and reasonable success for the first year of

operation. Two areas of compliance presented problems: fewer highly

expert teachers volunteered or were assigned to Gates classes than had'

been hoped; and parent involvement was not asextensive as had been in-
,

tended. Parental involvement may be particularly,important in improv-

ing students' attendance and attitudes.

Schoot and district priorities Ihd procedures also had more
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Ampact on the Gates program Within the schools than the program had on

schools, teachers, and school popuation5. This was most apparent in

the intermediate and junior high schools, where traditional sch'edules

and assignments often trook precedence over those recommended for _Gates

claSses. Nonetheless, an increased focus throughout the school on de-
.

veloping basic skills was reported by participants.

STAFFING

Program guidelines set high qualifications for Gate5 teachers.

In many cases, there was a gulf between actual staff CharacteriStiCs and

the guidelines' standards for experience ip reading and mathematics for

low-achieving students. Teacher training was therefore extremely in-

portant. The willingnesS of most Gates teachers to attend training ses-

sions, and their, requests for additional training, testify to their in-

terest ih sharpening skills'and to the quality of the training they re-

ceiVed.

As would be expected in a new, large-scale ,program, it took

time for teachers to develop confidence in their ability to carry out

their assignments effectively. We expect that the experience gained by

these teachers in the progratiOs first year should have positive effects

on subsequent program outcomes.
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MATERIALS RELATING TO INSTRUCTANAL PROGRAMS

EXEMPLARY READING PROGRAMS

'All of the exemplary reading programs have been used.success-
fully in New York City' puhlic schools, and as Title I remedial programs.
In addition, ECRI, HILS-II, and L.R.A. have been validated by the
United States Department of Education.

Each program is based on a major, current learning theory.
Each specifies,pupil behaviors for development and supportive teacher
behaviors. Verbal an4 behavioral pupil response is critical, as are
teacher expertise and enthusiasm.

Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction

,This tOtal language arts urriculium uses a multi-sensory ap-
. proach, eliciting specific verbal responses through precise directions,

corrections, and praise (Prompts) td,Imaximize.attention, retention, ac-
,curacy, and comprehension. In word recognition lessons, pupils hear
and see words (or word parts) and immediately say, spell, and write them.
In comprehension lessons, teachers orally model tasks which students
pnitate and practice. -As students internalize response modeS,, teachers
phase out-prompts. Building on systematic past learning reviews, pupils ,

learn to apply strategies to new situations. Individual mastery tests
assess pupil performance.

Teachers -are trained to four proficiency,levels: initial, in-
troductory, intermediate, and proficient. Proficiency is assessed, .

through a combination of curriculum complexity and teaching efficiency

(speed).'

High Intensity ,Learn'ing System

This individualized, diagnostic-Orescriptfve approath to ,read-
ing instruction assUMes that learning results from time spent on Indi-
vidually appropriate activities. Teachers are instructional managers '

who keep pupils focused on these activities. \

The HILS-II-management system provides sequences of instruc- .

.tional objectives ancPrelated materials drawn from a widerangeof
published reading programs. ,Teachers identi#y individual pupil needs
through diagnostictests, ensure that pupils understandtprescribed ob-
jectives; provide personal support, observe pupil Progress through in-
dividual mastery tests, and move them through the system. Pupils re-
cord'their,own progress.
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Teaching 0-eparation focuses-on learning management system de-
tails, reviewing instructional materials, andbecoming efficient in
classroom management practices.

Learning to Read Through the Arts

This program uses both a diagnostic-prescriptive and an experi-
ential language arts workshop approach to reading instruction. Pupils
alternate between ebncrete (non-verbal) andIabstract (verbal) experi-
ences, In arts workshops, pupils listen to instruction, develop con-
cepts and vocabulary,-engage in activities, verbalize about experiences,
read, and record observations about different activities. During clasS-
room reading instruction, teachers present directed reading-skill les-
sons designed to meet needs identified in indivtdival diagnostic tests.
Field trips to museums, resource centers, libraries, and cultural in-
stitutions are integral to the'cuericulum.

Classroom and artist-teachers work in teams, sharing lesson
plans and observing each others' lessons to coordinate instruction'.
Reading skills lessons are based on arts workshops. The curriculum is
developed through classroont experiences; teacher training is individual-
ized and conducted on-site.

Structured Teaching in the Area of Reading

,

This curriqluni uses a psycholinguistic approachto reading in-
struction, guiding pupils to use language cues efficiently for under-
standing. Growth in reading ability is considered a holistic process

f rather than the,acquisition of isolated discrete skills. Teachers are
trained to distinguish between miscues made by proficient readers which
retain the meaning of a passage, and miscues made by tnefficient readers
which do not make sense.

STAR stresses da.ect teaching of semantic and syntactic strat-
egies for making sense of written materials. Teachers receive exten- '

sive examples of strategy lessons as well as examples of listening com-
.prehension lessons, language experience lessons for non-:readers, and
teacher-directed comprehension lessons. Although selected published
materials are particularly recommended for classroom use, teachers base
directed cOmprehension leSsons on a wide range of materials.

OPTIONALREADING PROGRAMS

Nine diStricts implemented alternative reading curricula in
Gates classes; all provide on-going pupil assessment. One program is
an adaptation of STAR; another is an adaptation of L.R.A. Two combine.
basal reader lessons with individual skills development in. ,a lab set-

.
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ting. ,One provides basal reader lessons in-conjunction with daily in-
, struction on test-taking skills. Four are primarily diagnostic-pnescrip7

tive prog'rams.

LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM FOR LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS

Grade Advancement Through Enrichment Skills (GATES), developed
by +he Office of Bilingual Education, draws on bilingual- pupils'
strengths in their first :language to develop skills in English. GATES

teachers use the Language Assessment Management System to identify in-
dividual and class needs.; and guide planntng for instruction. The cur-
riculum emphasizes development of vocabulary and language strpctures,
comprehensibn, and language skills' integration. While relying Pitavily

on teacher-directed activities, the approach also uses other organiza-
tional formsto meet the varied needs of bilin,gual pupils.

EXEMPLARY MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS

'Each of the two exemplary mathematics durricala, Diagnostic-
Prescripfive Arithmetic (D.P.A.) andReal Math 0.M.1, teaches basic
arithmetic skills. They differ from ordinary "batk-to-basics" curricula
by stressing development of mathematical thinking and providing activity-
based instruction. D.P.A. nd R.M. share-several other features: diag-
nostic tests for periodic, individual student assessment; a system for
recording student progress; and emphasis on games and other activities
whith reinforce newly-acquired skills.

The format of R.M. resembles traditional programs mde closely
than dOes D.P.A..4R.M. provides a teacher's guide and student textbooks.
D.P.A., on the other hand, can be used witn any text selecte1 by the'
school. R.M. provides a wide range of materials to supplement instruc-
tion; D,P.A. provides some'of these materials as well as instructions
for designing and developing a variety of teacher-generated materials..

OPTIONAL MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS

Ten districts implemented optional mathematics programs (in-
cluding one extlusively for seventh-grade classes). All include criter-
ion-referenced periodic assessment tests. Each program:provides concrete
activities which stress problem-solving skills and arithmetic concept
development.
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TABLE A-1
Adoption of Reading and Mathematics Programs by Grade by District a

District
ECRI

1 4th 7th

-
HILS-II

I 4th 7th
L.R.A.

4th 7th
STAR

4th 7th

Optional
Reading

4th 7th
D.P.A.

4th 7th
R.M.

4th 7th

Optional
Math

4th 7th

1 1

1

I x . x x x x x

2 , 1 x x x x x x x x
.

3 1 x. x x x x x

5 ' x x . x
,

6 . x x x x x x x x

7 x x
.

x x

8 x
,

x x x x

9 x x x x x X x x x x

10 x x x x

11 x x x

.12 x x x x

13 x
,

x 1

.

x

14 '1 x x x x x x

15 j x..x x x
_

16 x ; x x x .

17 x x x x x

18 x x , x x x

19 x x [ x x

20 x. x x x x x x x x

.21 x x , x xJ

22 x x A x
,

'

23 x .'.x
,

x x

24 x x x x x-

25 x x
-

x x , x x x

26 x x x x

27 -x x x x
,

28 x x x x x x x x x

29 x x x .x

'' 30 x x x x x. x

3,1 , x x x x

32 x x x x

a
As reported by _Me community school districts on the District Promotional Policy Form, September 18, 1981
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. 1ABLE B-1

Reading/Achievement by Gates-digible Studenti with Matched
August, 1981 and April, 1982 (but not April, 1981) CAT,Scores

August, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Mean scale Mean grade Mean scale s Mean grade Mean scale

Grade N score (S.D.) equivalent score (S.D.) equivalent score (t)

Four 470 363.5 (37.9) 2.8 413,7 (35.5) 4.0 50.2 23.7

Seven 504 442.0 (55.1) 4.7 487.7 (40.8) 6.3 45.7 16.1

NOTE. For these analyses, p < .001. Observed mean scale scores, which for sub-groups cannot be adjusted for the regression effect, overestimate

actual gains.

TABLE B-2

D.R.P. Raw Score Gains by Gates Students in
Districts 8, 16, and 24

April, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Mean raw Mean raw Mean raw

Grade' N score (S.D.) score (S.D.) score (S.D.) (t) (r)

Four e 320 23.4 (7.9) 32.4 (8.8) 9.0 (9.4) (17.1) (;36)

Seven 525 31.1 (9.2) 39.9 (9.9) 8.8 (8.4) (23.9) (.61)

NOTE. These analyses Include only students with April, 1981 and April, 1982 CAT and D.R.P. scores. They do not include special education students
or thou with only an instructional or raw 1981 D.R.P. score. For these analyses, p < .001.
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TABLE B-3

Comparison of D.R.P. Raw Score Gains by Gates Students Who
Did or Did Not Meet Criteria by April, 1982

Observed 1982
raw NON

,Adjusted1982
raW score

Mean (S.D.) Mean" (F)

Fourth-grade students

Attained criterion 268. 34.0 (8.2) 33.7 (37.4)
Did not attain criterion 52 24.1 (6.9) 25.9

Seventh-grade students

Attained criterion 326 44.4 (7.7) 42.9 (121.7)
Did not attain criterion 199 32.5 (8.5) 35.0

a These adjusted means were determined from separate ANCOVA's by grade which used 1981 D.R.P. raw scores as the covariate.
For these analyses, p < .001.

TAOS B-4

Comparison of D.R.P. Instructional Score Gains by Gates Students Who
Did or Did Not Meet Criteria by April, 1982

Observed 1982
Instructional score

Adjusted 1982
Instructional score

Mean- (S.D.j Mean' (F)

Fourth-grade students

Attained criterion 268 39.9 (7.9) 39.5 (52.5)
Did not attain criterion 52 28.8. (6.5) 30.7

' Seventh-grade students

Attained criterion 326 54.6 (6,0) 53.8 (148.8)
Did net attain criterion 199 45.6 (6,5) 47,0

a
These adjusted Means were determined trorn separate ANCOVA's by grade which used 1981 D.R.P. instructional scores as the covariate.

For these analyses, p < .001.
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TABLE: B-5

Gates Fourth Graders' Reading Achievefnent by District

District N

April, 1981 APril, 1982 Difference

Mean S.D. ' Mean S.D. Mean

1 179 374.7' 20.0 415.9 ,31.6 41.2 31.1
2 121 376.5 19.4 437.1 29.1 60.6 29.4
3 151 370.2 22.8 426.2 ' 29.2 56.0 31.3
4 ) 94 376.7 19.3 -423.3Z 38.1 46.6 36.9
5 /( 175 368.6 26.5 420.8 31.6. 52.2 34.5
6 353 369.4 24.5 .17.8 33.9 48.4 33.3,
7 302 371.9 21.4 419.8 33.9

.IF

47.9 36.3
8 248 376.0 19.5 420.4 31.2 44.4 32.7
9 480 371.3 22.2 409.2 324 37.9 34.5

10 526 370.7 .. 23.2 417.8 31.4 47.1 35.2
11 161 375.0 22.2 427.9 33.8 .52.9 33.7
12 233 373.6 22.5,, 418.5 36.1 44.9 38.3
13 207 - 375.3 18.9 '416.2 32.1' 40.9 33.4
14 222 374.8 20.0 416.5 32.4 41.7 31.6
15 256 .378.4 18.4 432.7 32.0 54.3 33.5
16 196 371.4 23.0 423.5 35.3 52.1 39.9
17 271 374:8 21.3 417.9 .' 33.3 43.1 35.7
18 92 373.8 24.5 432.5 26.4 58.7 28.0

.19 489 371.5 22.4 ,421.9 32.5 50.4 35.4
20 115 371.9 25.3 430.6 39.0 58.7 38.4
21 148 373.,6 23.7 426.8. 29.1 53.2 34.4p 149 373.9 22.1 430.9 29.2 57.0 31.1
23 201 374.7 20.0 419.7 29.3 45.0 31.6
24 134 374,2 23.5 430.2 32.0 56.0 32.3
25 43 376.9 \,..., 21.2 438.2 24.9 61.3 29.4
26 18 380.6 -24,-2- 439.2 19.6 58.6 26.7
27 311 373.7 22.7 426.1 31.2 52.4 32.3
28 189 376.7 18.4 431.2 28.9 54.5 31.0
29 180. 374.3 19.3 439.6 27.7 65.3 31.2
30 165 3716 23.5 428.9 30.1 55.3 31.0
31 .106 378.7 21.2 433,9 31,5 55.2 31.9
32 251 372.2 22.0 426,3 31.9 54.1 34.4

a For al gain p < 001 (correlated t-test).
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TABLE B-6
Gates Seventh Graders' Reading Achievement by District

District N

April, 1901 . April, 1982 Difference'

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D...

1 214 454%2 .25.7 493.9 42.9 39.7 41.9

2 84 458.1 -. 25.8 ' 498.4 38.2 40.3 . 41.7

3 184 440.5 38.8 494.2 39.3 53.7 47..2

4 143 29.4 491.0- 40.3 41.2 42.0

51 453.2 28.8 494.7 41.0 41.5 39.1

6

.216
246 '446.5 32.6 492.5 37.7 46.0 36.8

7 340 448.8 31.3 .492.1 35.2 43.3 40.8

8 470 451.6 ,28.8 490.4 38.1 38.8 37.7

4, 481 448'.7 28.8 489.0 45.4 40.3 . 44.8

10 585 449.0 28.9 490.7 39.1 41.7 40.3

11 254 447.6 34.2 497.3 36.8 49.7 42.4

12 260 449.2 30.1 485.5 45.4 36.3 46.0

13 301 446.9 36.6 484.0 38.4 37.1 41.1

14 389 449.6 29.5 482.9 37.6 33.3 37.0

15 189 452.1 27.4 485.1 35.5 33.0 36.7

16 188 450.0 32.7 477.8 37.0 27.8 38.9

17 529 449.0 30.6 488.3 36.0 39.3 35.6

18 185 455.1 26.0 496.1 37.5 41.0 38.5

19 481 451.2 29.3 489.6 42.4 38.4 43.2

20 264 453.2 27.2 s'44*4 41.2 46.2 41.0

21 187 458.1 22.5 493.7 42.9 35.6 39.4

22 151 456.6 26.0 504.5 38.0 47.9 37.9

23 339 448.4 31.7 495.2 46.6 46.8 46.2

24 239 447.5 33.4 495.3 43.2 47.8 42.5

25 71 459.4 27.1 513.4 34.3 54.0 35.4

26 31 456.3 29.7 519.6 35.3 63.3 .46.8

27 298 449.2 30.4 497.3 38.2 48.1 37.9

28 158 454.7 24.2 494.9 40.4 40.2 42.0

g
259
151

455.0
453.3

26.6
28.0

496.5
499.0

35.1
43.1

41.5
45.7

36.9
'7'41.1

31 -252 456.6 24.5 505.7 : 36.7 49.1 39.5

32 289 449.8 28.0 487.9 37.6 38.1 40.9

a For all gains, p < 001 (correlated t-test)
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Appendix C

MATERIALS RELATING TO ATTENnANCE
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ATTENDANCE SURVEY AND CORRELATION
.BETWEEN ATTENDANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTION OF ATTENDACE SAMPLE

A sample of elementary and junior high schools from the fiVe
boroughs was surveyed; the sample included the same percentage of elemen-
tary and junior high schools from each borough as ekists city-wide. In
addition, the register size of the school (large vs. small) and the per-
centage of low income students (Title I school 'vs. non-Title I school)
were taken into account in selecting the sample: The sample was designed
to include equally large and small schools, and Title and non-Title I
schools. Data collected conftrm that differences exist in attendOce
rates among these four types of school". (See Tab)e C-2.) InforMatinn
on.the past two years of attendance ofGates-eligible students in Gates
classes was requested from a total of'103 elementary schools and 55
junior" high schools; data were received from 89 elementary schools and
53 junior high schools.

CORRELATION BETWEEN ATTENDANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT

To determine whether a relationship existed Oetween attendance
and reading achievement for Gates students tested on the CAT in April,
1982, percent of day5 in attendance and April, 1982 CAT scores were cor-
related,,controlling for the effect of,pretest score. Separate corre--
lations were performed for Gates students in different grade's and
matched pretest groups. The correlation between perdent attendance and
CAT scores were low: for fourth-grade students with April, 1981 pretest
scores the correlation was 0.16 (N =.4,455, p < .001); the correlation
for fourth- rade students with August, 1981 pretest scores was 0.09
(N = 374, p .05). The.correlation for seventh-grade students with an
April pretest score was 0.17 (N,= 5,133, p < .001); for seventh-grade
students with an August, 1981 pretest score (N = 370), the correlation
was nonsignificant.
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TABLE C-1
Reading Achievement of Full-Year Holdovers, by Attendance Category

9

Grade

Attendance
category N i

April, 1981 April, 1982 Difference

Mean scale

score (S.D.)
Grade Mean scale

equivalent score (U.)
Grqde

equivalent
Scale

score
,

Four 95-100% 1,596 369.8 (22.9) 2.9 418.7 , (28.5) 4.0 48.9

90- 94 1,060 370.3 (21.9) 2.9 415.3 (30.6) 4.0 45.0

85- 89 741 . 370.3 (22.3) 2.9 412.1 (30.2) 3.9 41.8

80- 84 358 370.0 (23.4) 2.9 409.0 (32.7) 3.9 39.0

75- '79 217 . 368.9 (22.0) 2.9 409.7 (32.6) 3.9 40.8

74 & below 644 369.7 (24.8) 2.9 406.6 (34.1) 3.8 36.9

Seven 95-100% 1,017 , 444.6 (31.6) 4.8 483.4 (35.5) 6.1 38.8

90- 94 861 445.7 429.3) 4.8 480.5 (36.0) 6.0 34.8

85- 89 775 443.8 (30.7) 4.7 479.7 (34.8) 6.0 35.9

80- 84
75- 79

542

402

442.9
442.2

(31.4)
(33.8)

4.7

4.7(

475.9
45.1

(35.8)
(36.6)

5.8
5.8

a
33.0
32.9

74 & below 1,620 443.0 (32.9) 4.71 47'1.2 (38.0) 5.6 28.2

a Full-year holdovers, with April, 1981 and April, 1982 CAT scores and tor whom attendance information is available.

1
TABLE C-2

Attendance Survey: 1981-82 Attendance by Students
in Different Types of Schools

Title I Schools , Non-Title I Schools

No. of students Attendance rate No.'of students Attendance rate

Grade four

Large schools 589 89.3% '251 91.8%

*Small schools 341 89.0 138 92.3

Grade seven

, Large schools

Small schools
). 707

692

76.7

72.8

481

151

79.9

78.1

Total 2329 .80.5% 1,021 84.2%

NOTE. The average registers of New York City's public elementary schools (686 students) and intermec4te schools (1,056 students) were used to

classily schools as large or small. Schools with registers greater than the average were classified as large.
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STATISTICALADJUSTMENT OF PRETEST SCORES
TO ACCOUNT FOR REGRESSION TO THE MEAN

The equation used to adjust pretest scores to account for the
regression effect is taken frpm,A.O.H. R6berts, "Regression Toward the
Mean and the Regression Effect 1as" in New Directions for Testing and
Measurement, Number 8, 1980, (San Francisco,,dossey-Bass), pages 59-82.
'The equation.is:

,c2

= Ts + "
2' (1 - Q

XX
) ri6g - is)

Where, given the April, 1981 administratiOn of the California Achieve-
ment Test (Reading), Form 0:

Grade 4 Grade 7

Rcs = corrected pre-test (scale s4pre) mean
of program participants

(*)
(*)

Ks = pre-test (scale score) mean of program
paAicipaAts .4 373.3, 450.6

Kg = citywide (icale scbre) mean on
pre-test**e

-

441.2 520.7

(5 = sfandard deviation of pre-test scale
scares nationally

s = standard deviation of pre-test scale
scores citywide

60.8

53.6

75.9

66.0

= coefficient! reliabiltty 0.86 0.86

*These values are computed on the following page.
o

**These mean scores include alT students tested. Th4 differ slightly
from those reported in the1981 edition of. "New York City Public Schools
Pupil Reading Achievement," which excludes special education students
and the results of make-up tests.
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Using the formula and values from the previous page,,the com-

putation of regression adjustment (*) for Gates students tested in

April, 1981 and April, 1982 is:

Grade Four

where -is = 373.3; Xg = 441.2; 6 = 60.8;'s= 53.6; 'and, Q 86
-xx

Grade Seven

-wherd Ys = 450.6; Xg = 520.7; 6 = 75.9; s = 66.0; and' 0
-xx

.86

ics = 373.3 +
(60.8)2 (1-.86) (441.2 - 373.3)

3-(cs = 385.5

Rcs = 450.6 + (759)21 (1-.8) (520.7 - 450.6)
(66.0)'

ics = 463.6
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1

DISCUSSION OF COMPARISON GROUP STUDY,

A challenge in evaluation is to offer evaluative judgments
about the meaning of achievement in the.absence/of an obvious point of
reference. A group of student5 has taken part in a remedial program,
and has made certain gains. Rut how would the group have,fared without
the program? Informed speculation requires a comparative study.

We have located a group of students which in many ways resem-
bles tfie Gates population, but which did not receive Gates services.
To do this, we Aamineli;:st records of New York City fourth and seventh
graders in 1980-81 (the ar before Gates), and selected those students
whose CAT pretest,scores were comparable to those of Gates participants.
This procedure allows us to evaluate the program's impact, but it pre-
sents some methodological problems.

First, while predating the Gates program, the compartson-group
may still be considerad a treatment group of soMe kind. Like, the .Gates
group, it consists of the lowest scoring segment (approximately 20 per-
cent) of students at their grade,level. We haVe no systematic informa-
tion.about the kinds of instruction (including remedial work) these stu-
dent6 were receiving. It is difficult to establish whether the instruc-
tion given to this group matches that which bur Gates population would
have received in the absence of the program.

Secondly, there is some pverlap of the groups being compared.
Some Gates fourth or seventh graders (1981-82) were members of the
fourth- or seventh-grade classes (1980-81) selected for the comparative
stqdy. This overlap presents measurement and interpretationprobly,
but it is not extensive enough to invalidate our study.
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TESTING SCHEDULE

Date Test

April, 1981: California Achievement
Test-Reading (CAT), Levels

.1-4 ind 17, Form D

New York City Mathematics
Test,(N.Y.C.M.T.), Levels
Red and Blue, Form A

Critgrion Referenced
English Syntax Test
(CREST)

Degrees of Reading Power
(D.R.P.1

August,'1981: CAT, Levels 14 and 17,

Form C; CREST'

January, 1982: CAT, Levels 14 and 17,
Form D; CREST

April, 1982:

April, 1982:

CAT, Levels 14 and 17,
Form C

CAT, Levels 15 and 18,

Form C

N.Y.C.M.T., Levels Red,
Green, and Blue, Form B

CREST

D.R.P.

f.11

Stude7is Tested

All f urth- and seventh-
grade tudents, except

CREST-eligibles

All fourth- and seventh-
grade students

All LEP students in
grades four and seven who
had been in an English
language scbool system
for less than four years

All students in districts
8, 16, and 24

All Gates students who
chose to be tested

All Gates students in
the fourth and seventh
grades

All Gates students in the
fourth and seventh grades

Fifth- and eighth-grade

'students

Fourth-, fifth-,
seventh-, and e4ghth-
graçle students

CRE T-eligible holdovers

All students in grades
fotfr and seven


